
Chapter 6: How We Listen to Audiences

WSJ Community andOur Young Audiences: WSJ Noted

One very large new audience that The Wall Street Journal invests in heavily is college students. Our Membership team

has put years of effort into building relationships on university campuses and has had success in getting hundreds of

thousands of students to activate their university-provided WSJ subscriptions, or to pay for the WSJ themselves at a

reduced rate.

But the problem we’ve had is that these students aren’t very active users of the WSJ and don’t often transition out of the

college pack into our core pack. We need to focus on readers in college and beyond into their twenties and thirties as they

start out in their lives and are building their brand allegiances.

Peopleunder 35 have the highestchurn rate of WSJ subscribers—onthe order of 70%.

One way we’re trying to improve engagement and retention of this key audience is tailoring content, building communities

and listening to this audience closely through both community outreach and data.

WSJ Noted, which just launched, is not a distinct product. Rather, it is an alternative point of entry into the core WSJ

product, it’s a community and it’s a listening mechanism.

We know that when people who find our content on social media platforms like Snap arrive at WSJ.com, they often do not

see things that resemble the look and feel of our off-platform content. WSJ Noted’s landing page has a look and feel that’s

more in line with youth-oriented social media. In some ways, we are borrowing a page from streaming giants like Netflix,

which leverage customized user interfaces.
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL .

NOTED

For the first time , we are testing alternative curation with WSJ Noted . Traditionally, our readers

all see the same top of the home page . Now, logged -in student members are seeing WSJ

Noted stories promoted above the day's top headlines . This improves our signal -to-noise ratio

and offers more actionable intelligence on what works for our younger readers . In general , this
project will allow us to test various WSJ content with younger audiences and continue feeding

back insights about how they engage , not just in topics but also in mediums and formats .

Portrait of a Pandemic
How the coronavirus rippled through eight young lives.

It's essential to our future that we look at what young audiences are actually reading, watching

and listening to . There's been a common assumption in the newsroom that the WSJ's lifestyle

coverage is what will appeal to new and younger audiences. However, in this content review, we

have found that our current Life & Arts stories are actually favored by our heavy readers.

We need to move beyond perceptions and embrace actual data about younger audiences , and

that is what WSJ Noted will be providing over the next few months . The Noted team will do

daily curation of WSJ stories and look at how those stories resonate with young audiences .
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WSJ Noted
ADVISER NETWORK

WSJ Noted is also being created in partnership with young readers . The team has created
a community group on LinkedIn called Noted Advisors , with more than 46,000 members as

of July 1. This group is made up of young readers , and we give them a heads up on some

things the WSJ is doing and invite them to Live Q&As and other community gatherings . We

also are regularly running essays written by young people, bringing more diverse voices
to the WSJ through this initiative . The first one was written by a Black Harvard Business

School who wrote about how he became the only one of eight brothers who didn't

end up in jail , deceased or in a minimum-wage job .

WSJ Noted. Adviser Network

Listedgroup 46,675 members

WSJ Noted is the only content team that is purely digital at the WSJ . That's a unique

and important space for experimentation for reporters on and off the team . And an

important opportunity to let digital feedback inform more of what we do . WSJ Noted

covers all the topics at the heart of the Journal: Its first issue featured first -time home

buyers , a series on how people's budgets are changing , and so on .

Last but certainly not least, it's important to note that we've been able to hire great diverse

talent for The Wall Street Journal in the WSJ Noted reporters , who were attracted to the

Journal because of the mission of Noted . The reporting team of six people includes three

women and three men . Of them , four are people of color. The Journal isn't diverse in all

corners of the newsroom , and it's good to think over the reasons that this project attracted

a diverse team whereas other reporting teams at the WSJ are not as diverse .

Picturedfrom left: Tyler Blint-Welsh, DeborahAcosta, Alvin Chang, J.J. McCorvey, Alex Janin, and Allison Pohle.

9. This has also been the team that's been best positioned to first use our new CMS as we are building it - most teams wouldn't have the patience or bandwidthto sit through some

of the bugs in the system that the Noted team has weathered, all to the benefit of the broader newsroom when we fully roll out the new system . 52
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Newsletters

Our newsletter portfolio presents a series of opportunities for drawing in nonsubscriber prospects, retaining subscribers

and driving unique visitors to our site. A May 2020 survey of 10-Point subscribers found 59% of respondents indicated
access to the newsletter was an important factor in renewing their subscriptions . Our flagship newsletters have continued

strong growth, which may suggest paths to further expanding the top of the funnel .

The problem is there's little evidence that the current newsletter strategy will drive significant unique visitors to WSJ.com
and our newsletter lists are small compared to other large media companies . Currently , top list sizes are under half a

million , and non-alert newsletters drive a small fraction of traffic . Article pages drive few newsletter signups overall, partly

because signup bugs are not often added to article pages at high traffic points .

Here are five recommendations we'd suggest to further enhance the newsletter experience and drive toward our

overarching digital growth strategy

1. Increase on- site traffic from newsletters.

Thoughtful , targeted calls to action within our newsletters, such as to participate in live Q&As or to join a conversation

on particular articles , should help newsletters boost our goals of higher monthly uniques and more frequent site visits .
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2. Add a newsletter publishing desk. 4. Don't publish newsletters as

standalone content on the web .A dedicated newsletter editor has already made tremendous strides , including
dramatically improved quality, consistency and list sizes . Still , newsletter curation ,
production and publishing remains scattered across teams , workflows and formats ,
leading to wide variation in strategy . We should consider further centralizing
newsletter editing to accelerate strategic change . A small team of newsletter editor
strategists would give each newsletter a final read , coordinate among newsletters ,
and analyze audience insights to drive adaptation and innovation among our
newsletter writers and wider newsroom .

Current evidence doesn't support increasing web-publishing of newsletter content

without a significant shift in promotion . Daily Shot , Real Time Economics and

Wealth Adviser all publish to the web , with occasional web-publishing of content
from Markets , Capital Journal and Election+Business . Those pieces reach some of

the smallest audiences of any of our published work . Low promotion - close to zero
home-page surfacing , for example is among the factors in negligible pageviews . But

relative engaged time is also low. We need to stop web-publishing across newsletters
until we have the focus to dramatically change our publishing strategy to increase

engagement and attract search, social and internal traffic. (We would want to inquire
about impact on newswires customers .)

3. Add the 10- Point and What's News as

optional default home screens for our

apps . 5. Become more focused .

Our newsletters are a daily walk through our coverage that's highly curated , digestible

and completable . We should consider offering this alternate content navigation as a

view in our apps, with the option to make one of these daily briefings the first thing

you see when you load the app any given day.

Staff resources should be dedicated to fewer, higher -quality curated newsletters

alongside more choices for automated updates from columnists and other trusted

journalists . This may best serve goals for attracting and retaining subscribers and

boosting site traffic . We have 20 daily newsletters and 19 others that publish on other

schedules , such as weekly, twice weekly or when a new type of content is published .
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Social Media

We have collected lots of data about social media, and think it's helpful context to have it

in one . Feel free to follow up with us to discuss what's happening on each platform .
Here are some basic facts :

Our data around social media is right now very disjointed we need to bring the analysis

of it into our centralized News Insights team (and they need the bandwidth to handle it) .

Traffic from social media accounts for 10 to 15% of our overall traffic

We post roughly 100 times a day on Facebook, 35 times a day on LinkedIn, 400 times

a day on Twitter and twice a day on Instagram. We also publish a minimum of eight

Snaps per day

It won't just be “ nice to have” bring in the data . Without looking at it on an ongoing basis ,
we are missing opportunities to connect with more readers strategically off -platform , learn
from them and bring them closer to us on our platforms . One finding we'll explain later in
the report is that our mix of content fleeting news stories – is not only not what
WSJ.com visitors seem to be interested in, but it's also not the right mix of content for
social media audiences . On these platforms , we've seen more success connecting with
readers using content that helps them understand things and inspires them . Our stand
alone highly ambitious Visual projects, for example , are great at bringing audiences to our
site, and so is explainer news content and service journalism content .

On any given day , we share 40 % of our total stories on Twitter and 20% on Facebook

(excluding re-shares and updates to existing stories )

May 2020 was our best month ever on social , with 26.9M visits . We had 26.2M visits in

April and 25.2M visits in March. The previous record of 14.9M visits was set in January .
Our audiences on social platforms are far more diverse than our regular visitors to our site .

Facebook drives far more traffic than Twitter, with the average post receiving 6,747

clicks

Our main Twitter account , @WSJ , averages 506 clicks per tweet
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Top Line Data

WSJ Facebook Page: 6.57M followers

40 % of followers between 25-34 years old; 21% between 35-44; 17% between 18-24

62% men vs. 37% women.

WSJ Twitter account : 17.8M followers

WSJ LinkedIn account: 7.87M followers

WSJ Instagram account : 2.9M followers

41% of followers between 25-34 years old; 21% between between 35-44; 20% between 18-24

60% men vs. 40% women

WSJ Snapchat Discover : 1.16M subscribers

45% of followers between 18-24 years old; 27% between 25-34; 8% are 35+ and 7% between 13-17

71 % male vs. 29 % female

Apple News

WSJ has 789,317 paying readers on Apple News as of July 202010

. 52.13 of WSJ Apple News readers are female

26.9% of WSJ Apple News readers are 34 or younger

10. This number is basedon engagementand representsAN+ payingsubs who havecometo WSJ once or more in a given month.
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While we do fairly well getting visitors from our social media followers , we haven't effectively or consistently used the

channel to surface stories and reporting leads. We need to be more actively seeking ways to use these platforms - and the

communities that exist on them our advantage as we try to do more in the community space : for product engagement,
reach and the creation of virtual events .

A few ideas:

Social reporting

We should create a smallsocial news gathering team to keep the newsroom aware of emerging trends or news that

is beginning to appear through social media . Often Twitter is the place where a story will first be reported, before any

professional news source picks it up. We need people trained in being able to surface this type of news and understand
how to verify it and advance it to the proper people in the newsroom to decide how we should move forward . Another

important value these social news gatherers can add to the newsroom is being part of larger Visual Invest ion projects,

which often involve a good deal of digital forensics work . We currently lean on Storyful for some of this work, but they are

changing their model and not providing as much . We should either embed some people from Storyful directly into the
newsroom or develop our own personnel with the skills to be involved in these important projects. The New York Times has

done a good deal of this work , with the help of Browne, formerly of Storyful.
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Community managers and social ambassadors Wall Street Journal Retweeted

john d @johndstoll

I don't remember writing a story before quite like my column on Tom
Kimble'scareer - one of the first black professionals recruited from a
HBCU at GM. My interview w / him moved me and challenged me to ask
uncomfortable questions. He sparked culture change

We should seek to make more people aware of how they can follow our journalists on social platforms . We should consider
sharing their Twitter handles when we share their stories on the main WSJ account , and occasionally we might look to

retweet them sharing their stories rather than just share the story on the main WSJ account . Promotion through individual
journalists helps build trust and influence for us across a number of coverage areas . People like and trust news from other

people more than they trust brands , which can be perceived as either pushy or bland . Over time these journalists can be
seen as the “go to” people to understand and stay updated on different stories , which creates a halo effect for WSJ and

brings more people back to our platforms .

Our newsroom needs more insights on social media A Black Man's 'MillionDollar Save ' Jumpstarted GM's Long, Hard ...

Thomas Kimble joined the car company in 1972 as a junior accountant

who didn't get invited to lunch. His career was a building block for

13 24We should be delivering insight reports on our social media and Apple News activity on a regular basis so the newsroom

understands how well their articles are performing and what actionable insights we can provide based on the trends

we're seeing there . This willbuild familiarity with the platforms and what works well and give us a good feedback loop
to continue building on our successes . As you'll see in the next chapter, our framework for coverage success looks at

diversifying our readers - and that can only happen with more insights being circulated about what works and what

doesn't on social media . Again , we need to listen to what's going on with social media not simply push our content there .
Listening makes us better.
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SEO

On 18, The Wall Street Journal published an excerpt from former national security

adviser John Bolton's memoirs . As the outlet that Bolton selected to publish his piece, WSJ

was positioned to win, including on Google Search.

Problem 2: The strategy editor who covers Review, Chao Li, was not included in any of the

discussions or planning for this coverage.

But we didn't . What got in the way ?

Problem 3: Senior editors suggested that the WSJ publish more stories related to the book

excerpt , as well as President Trump's response to it . But those senior editors were told not

to , because it would “ amp up the public reaction to the story and the WSJ doesn't want to

amp things up . So while the WSJ published four articles (including the excerpt ) , the NYT

published nine (plus three wire stories and the Washington Post published 21 .

Here is a debrief of that story, as a lead in to a longer section about the success we have

had in improving in SEO and where we need to go next to keep improving .

Problem 4: In the following days, there were no follow up articles as competitors

kept publishing .

On Bolton, the WSJ published four articles including the excerpt:

John Bolton : The Scandal of Trump's China Policy

'He a Liar Trump Pushes Back on Bolton Book

Trump Put Re-Election Prospects Ahead ofNational Interest, Bolton Alleges

Trump Books Give Simon & Schuster's New Chief a Trialby Fire

Problem 5: Another way to succeed in SEO on this story was to run a book review and to

run it right away when the news was hot But the WSJ's book review didn't run for five days

after the excerpt . While the WSJ newsroom has structural separation from reviews, it's

relevant from an audience growth perspective to look at these factors .Problem 1: Only one of those articles was sent to the SEO team for consultation . As we

have widely publicized , we have a Slack channel and dedicated email for the SEO team to
help on headlines and SEO optimization of big stories . They would have provided helpful

advice like pointing out that it is generally not helpful to start a headline with a quote and

that the stories would perform better under a Politics tag , rather than Life & Arts (despite
what section was producing the stories ) .
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scale of doing well on things like AMP: 37% of WSJ's mobile web article traffic is now

delivered through Accelerated Mobile Pages. A huge portion of our new audiences come to
us this way.

The WSJ has made a tremendous amount of progress in SEO in the past year,which
we willrecap below . Search referrals generated 26% of our site visits and drove 30 % of

membership sales in May. (For reference , social media generated 25% of our visits and
drove 10% of our sales .) That's remarkable when you think about the fact that we have only

two people dedicated to news SEO- it was one person until a month ago- whereas our
competitors field large and still-growing teams .

Nonetheless, more change is needed to increase our focus on SEO. It's really not

something that can be done solely by the editors .” It's for our whole newsroom ,

because SEO, like the other areas in this chapter, is for listening and learning- even as we

share our stories.

We also created workflows and channels for editors to check headlines with Ed Hyatt , our

senior SEO editor, and regular communications in newsroom about what people are
searching for. One example : Enterprise Editor Matthew Rose recently began including Ed

in the individualSlack channel set up for each enterprise story, allowing for headline and
visuals strategy to happen earlier in the process . This has led to SEO wins including "

Exactly Do You Catch Covid -19” which has had seven million pageviews to date . We need
the Enterprise desk to keep up their SEO focus and do it consistently .

First, the progress we have made on SEO
All of this work paid off immensely during the coronavirus story and beyond- search has

brought in a huge share of the nonsubscriber traffic. Improvements on pages like our
live coverage page were essential in this , as was our step into the living guides evergreen

content initially kicked off by Ed in conversation with U.S. News editor Emily Nelson.

Our search and AMP11 traffic began going up last summer - a direction they had not been

going before- and we had increasing search traffic all fall and heading into 2020. This was

due to close collaboration between Membership and DXS , and work we did together to
improve things like our AMP integrations , page speed , markets / quotes experiences and

other technical improvements , as well as work on the live coverage API , which allowed

our live coverage pages to be crawled by Google much more efficiently. To give context on

Recognizing how essential search referrals are to our audience growth goals, our Coverage

Strategy Mapper introduced in the next chapter takes the percent of referral traffic each

coverage area gets from search as one of the four main metrics we should be tracking and

improving, and makes it part of the primary filter we use to look at content performance .

11. AMP is AcceleratedMobilePages, an open source HTMLframeworkoptimizedfor mobilebrowsingand meant to help web pages load faster. Googleprioritizesthese pages in
its organic search results.
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Indeed, to go further we need to all understand : We need to create a workflow where we distribute information about what people are

searching for on WSJ.com to inform coverage . Ed's and Eleanore Park's daily SEO emails

are just a beginning .We will not achieve our goals of reaching far more unique users on our platforms if we

do not keep improving substantially in search.

The only way to reach our traffic goals is to use search as one of our main tools to reach

more nonsubscribers. Given that we have approached this report with our goals in mind,
many of the recommendations we have made throughout this report are actions that will

help us in search

We need to develop a strategy to be more active on Reddit. This is a social platform the

WSJ doesn't do much with , but it is a major source of links to other media companies,

and having these sorts of external links to WSJ.com would greatly help our ranking on

Google .

The projects we have recommended that we do around evergreen contextual stories and

service -oriented journalism must be done through an SEO - first lens .The coming months are critical for SEO in our newsroom, and here are additional

recommendations :
We need to keep expanding workflows around newsroom check-ins with our SEO team,

we avoid missing other big moments, as we did in the case of the Bolton book .

All coverage areas must be using Newsgrid so our Programming Strategy Team , where

SEO sits , can best partner with them and cover the SEO angles , as well as all other

angles of developing great journalism .

We need editors to more actively take into account Google Trends and Google

Suggestions in story assigning and encourage people to do so within their beats and

columns . Hearkening back to where we began this chapter - along the lines of How

We Listen to Our Audiences - search is an important way to listen to our audience . The

newsroom SEO team has just begun a process where it works directly with bureau chiefs
to get one to two SEO-driven articles each day. Our Juneteenth article which brought

in 78,000 readers from search- was one result of that process . We need to keep up the

support for this approach and expand it. We need to create an atmosphere where people

feel supported in listening to our audiences and not nervous that they'll be criticized
for doing a story that “The Wall Street Journal wouldn't do all , the whole point of

looking at information like search data is to find audience-focused stories we weren't
doing , and then do them.

Editors in coverage areas must keep their editors apprised ahead of time of all

stories , with a special emphasis on large stories that have the potential to appeal to large
audiences .

• As our newsroom is shifting toward search in order to reach larger audiences , we

need to assign SEO-savvy pub editors in London and Hong Kong to help implement

the new strategy and approach all our coverage through the search lens . These

editors will work very closely with Ed's team during the overnight U.S. hours .
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So, What Should We Do? Part

To answer that , first, we took inventory of what we produce. We heard from news leaders

that it wasn't clear to them what we routinely cover, and so while preparing this report ,

we have amassed a tally of publishing volume, type and findings around things like the
industries and places we cover the most .

broad understanding of how we are performing and what our audiences engage with
most. We then looked at those stories based on the main coverage areas as defined

in the newsroom : U.S. , World , D.C. Corporate, Finance and Life & Arts, plus Enterprise,

Investigations and Visuals . We discovered we couldn't rely on how content was tagged
on our site to offer insights back to those newsroom teams because there was no

reliable way to know which coverage area was responsible for producing each piece
of content . For example, Krista Schmidt, the strategy editor for Finance, had no way to

accurately tellCharles Forelle how the content produced by the Finance team currently
resonates with our audiences . Strategy editors and the data science team did extensive

work to build a new dataset for each coverage area , so that we could marry our tagging

scheme with who's working in each coverage area . This required going through hundreds
of author names and HR structures to identify how our coverage areas are organized and
evolving . This is the best way we found to be able to understand what we produce and

how our audiences engage with content coming out of these coverage areas .

Data: What We Did

During the first phase of this content review , the strategy team partnered with the

newsroom data science team led by Ross Fadely to lead exploratory work and

understand both our current data organization and tagging scheme . The strategy editors

as well as a large part of the DXS team went through an intense two-day SQL bootcamp

and a series of data-training sessions to be able to work directly with our data tools and

understand our raw data . This allowed the team to identify limitations in our ability to
segment and label the content we produce .

Note: There are four areas of content that we did not include:

During the second phase, we established a scope for data analysis and took on a two
pronged approach:

Approach 1: Macro Recategorization

We extracted data for allthe content published from January 2019 through May 10,
2020, more than 40,000 articles. We looked at those stories based on how they are

organized on our site, from sections to subsections to article types. This gave us a

Wires
Pro and C-Suite

Opinion content (other than arts and book reviews, which were included because

they run on our platforms fairly mixed in with coverage from Life & Arts)

Live Coverage

Ifdesired, we are happy to share our approach and findings with any of the people in those
areas in case they want to pursue something similar.
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Approach 2: Annotating a Sample

We also decided to manually classify a random sample of 7,000 articles , which is

equivalent of two months of content , based on a list of new tags we created.

Audience needs

Evergreen vs. fleeting news
Real people

Industry

Geography

Our manual tagging exercise also allowed us to quantify how much evergreen versus
fleeting news content we were producing . We were also better able to understand

whether and how we were representing the “ real people” affected by the issues we

covered . (Did we only quote experts or did we also talk to people who were directly affected
by the issues we wrote about?) Finally, we applied tags to measure which industries we

were covering and which countries and states we wrote most and least about

While this process was manual and time-consuming , it had the advantage of making the

strategy editors intimately aware of the depth and breadth of our content .

HEADLINE URL PRIMARYAUDIENCENEED

This approach allowed the strategy team to segment our content in a novel , audience
focused way . As a team and based on previous industry, Dow Jones Customer
Intelligence and WSJ user research , strategy editors created six audience need tags as
detailed below :

Update Me: Keeps me up-to-date with the latest news and trends

Give Me an Edge: Helps me to stay one step ahead of others

Connect Me: Connects me with people around ideas or experiences

Entertain Me: Is entertaining and fun , brightening the world around me
Help Me Understand : Helps me understand , improve and learn

Inspire Me: Provides ideas for new things to try or do

For Candidates , Coronavirus Prompts More Digital Appeals for Dol https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

Recession Blue-Chips ' Led the in Another Turbulent Week in https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

Teenager Charged in Texas Shooting Declared Incompetent, https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

New York MTA Approves Coronavirus Death Benefits Program https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

Florida Senate Officially Removes Broward County Sheriff Scott https://www.wsj.com/article Update me
A Timeline on Ukraine https://www.wsj.com/graph Help me understand

It's Like Nothing Seen : Democrats Woo lowans Ahead of Cau https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

MTA to Shut New York City Subway Between 1 am to 5 a.m. Durir https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

The Six BestDesigned Items of the Month https://www.wsj.com/article Inspire me
U.K. Companies Brace for Bumps on Brexit Homestretch https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

MTA Says Reduced Subway Service Possible Under Coronaviru https://www.wsj.com/article Update me
Pakistani Court Overturns Murder Conviction in Killing of Wall Stre https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

Software Gets Mixed Reviews for Tackling Coronavirus https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

Seattle -Area Election Puts Mobile Voting to a Test https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

Why and New Hampshire Matter https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

EBay Posts Higher Quarterly Profit Boosted in Part Surge in De https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

Trump Administration Expands Remain in Mexico Program to Inclu https://www.wsj.com/article Update me

Finding Your Balance in a Topsy -Turvy Market https://www.wsj.com/article Give me an edge

Vietnam's Coronavirus Recovery Is as Good as It Gets for Emergir https://www.wsj.com/article Help me understand

Top -Tier Malls Are Latest Victim of Retail Headwinds https://www.wsj.com/articleHelp me understand

.
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So, What Should We Do? Part 2 What do Heavy Users Read?

Opinion Arts US News World

60.00 %

40.00%Second , we took a look at how our members vary by what topics they read and how that

differs between heavy and light reading members .

Percentage
of
readers

%

0.00%

To start , here is an overview of how our heavy-reading members distribute their reading
among our topics . What you see to the right is that there are very few of our heavy
reading members who read any one topic for most of their coverage . The colored lines
here are coverage areas and you'll see the only one that has a tail going out beyond
the 50 % to 59% mark is Opinion . That tailshows that there is a somewhat sizable group
that reads more than half of their coverage in Opinion .
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What do Light Users Read?

OpinionMarkets Arts US News Corporate World DCThis being a Newsroom Content Review , the main point we want to make is there really

isn't a sizable group reading more than half their content in any other area . In other

words , heavy readers read across our product .

60.00%

40.00%

20.00 %

The following is the same chart for members who are light readers . A main point to see

here is that they read across all areas as well , but also that there is an area where readers

across -the -board tend to spend more of their reading time - Corporate . Compared to

other coverage areas , Corporate tends to have more users whose reading is above 10%

of the areas they read . This speaks to the WSJ's identity for many of our readers as a

business publication , something that notably comes through with many of our light
readers as well.12
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12. We have this data availablecoverage area by coveragearea to share if interest.
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So, What Should We Do ? Part 3
Our Coverage Strategy: The trade-off that The Wall Street Journal should make is a

move away from favoring the coverage that only heavy readers prefer . As noted above ,
the Journal has been leaning in too heavily on heavy readers' preferences, in part because
our journalists ' habits align with heavy readers and in part because the data paints a

story of success driven by heavy readers .
Third, in tandem with our inventory, we talked with WSJ leaders about how to think about

what we should be producing, and who we should care about reaching. We picked up on
a fundamental divide that is worth noting: Over the years , leaders have coached the newsroom to understand what members are

reading, and do more of that . However, the data used for such analysis didn't distinguish

between heavy-reading members and light-reading members.
1. Some editors think writing for decision -makers is enough, and they don't think size
of readership should be a main driver . A masthead editor said , “We can't just look at

pageviews . For example , central banking, the numbers aren't great , but we aren't going

to stop covering central banking . It's the halo thing , it's core to our brand.” And as another
editor explained , We might do a story that will get 2,000 to 3,000 pageviews , but they're

the right 2,000 to 3,000 . When I was a reporter, I would much rather get two emails about

a piece from two really smart hedge fund managers , than 200 emails from random
readers.

Is there risk in our recommendation to focus on new and casual audiences? Yes, there's

risk in every strategy. But we believe this is the best way forward because:

1. Most heavy readers consume content in many different areas across our products .

So if we reduce or eliminate a feature they like, it stands to be perhaps one of only 20

things they like to read. In contrast , if we reduced or eliminated something light readers

enjoy, it might be one of only two things they read.
2. Others think we need to challenge our assumptions and traditions, prioritizing

quality journalism that is moving us toward our reach and engagement goals. For

instance, another masthead editor said, “Ifwe aren't doing something to retain or grow

our audience , we shouldn't do it .

2. Heavy readers are not leaving WSJ at the same rate as light readers and aren't as

likely to cancel their membership if there's a nip or tuck in their favorite areas they
have so many . This strategy does not mean that we willend everything heavy readers enjoy,

just that we'll cut some underperformers that are striking out with other audiences . Much of

what will remain and will be added will also do well with heavy readers , our data has shown .We see both points of view ; however, we side more with the second . We have new things

we need to do, including covering new areas in new ways . We will not transform as

an organization if we do not free up some bandwidth and refocus on meeting broader
audiences' needs. We need to make strategic trade -offs.

3. Heavy readers ' preferences diverge in some key areas from the tastes of

nonsubscribers . We simply can't grow if we keep over indexing on stories of interest only

to heavy readers .
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On a practical level, we know the strategy editors and news leadership willspend the next

several months working hand in hand with coverage editors and reporters to make this
shift. It's important we have a clear and consistent framework , measurement and tools

that will drive everyone toward the same goals .

Based on wide feedback from many people in many roles within the newsroom, we think

our journalists will appreciate a framework and guidance in using it. As one person wrote
in our newsroom survey:

a lot of data . What we don't have as much is analysis and guidance, not only on

what went right but just as important what didn't go as well as it could have and what we
could do differently in the future.”

And so, we have developed:

The Coverage Strategy Mapper
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The Coverage Strategy Mapper

Overview:
WSJ Coverage Strategy Mapper Record Count

41,389CoverageArea

The Coverage Strategy Mapper is a tool to identify which groups of stories are meeting

our growth goals - and which need our intervention .
Repeat... ( 1 Section Subsection Article Type Enterprise Investigations Weekend

Life Collection Magazine Markets
Tech Developing Business Arts

% Heavy Baseline

Business

Arts Tech

Politics

Economy

Markets

Page

Relative Engaged Time Baseline60 % 140K

120K

We created it as we realized we needed a way to quickly evaluate clusters of coverage .

Which sections , subsections and article types , broken down by coverage area , are most

likely to be read almost exclusively by our heavy readers ? And when you drilldown , which
articles stand out in those clusters ?

50 %

100K

40 %

Search 30 %

Median
Pageviews

Search Baseline

20 %

40K

The rigorous data work by our News Insights team for the content review allowed us
to connect a reliable dataset to an interactive frontend in Google's Data Studio, a web
platform for creating custom reports and dashboards . Our initial version provides a quick
and-dirty but deeply revealing look at everything we choose to create.

10
Median PVs Baseline

20 30% 40% 50 % 60 % 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.50,75

Relative Engaged Time

Secti... Sub URL % Search % He...

13.68 % 2.57To the right is what it looks like in practice.
Rel Time

0.851 US The Num ... 7,678,129

2 . Politics Politics 49.13 % 1.11 0.87

Type Hed
Pub Date

The Numbers Degrees Fahrenheit the Average Any More Jan 17 , 2020

Politics and Policy Next Wave of IRS Stimulus Payments Set to Hit Bank Accounts in Coming
U.S. News The Secret Group of Scientists and Billionaires Pushing Trump on a Covid ... Apr 27 2020

Health & Wellne ... Safety Advice If You Must Visit the Grocery Store Mar 27 2020
Health & Wellne Sisters Bought DNA . The Results Blew Apart Their Family Feb 1 2019

3,529,988

3,143,2713 US US ht 3.12 10.02 1.56

4 . Life Health 7.59 % 0.94

5 Life Health 12.74 2,399,648 1.71

1 - 100/41387 >
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Below is a diagram of the good and bad zones . For example , if stories fall in the Success

zone, we are happy . If they fall in Improve This , we work to improve it; and the coverage

areas that fallin Discourage This should be ended or put on a focused improvement plan
that has an end date , when we would do another assessment .

We begin our analysis with a look at who is coming to our stories , and how they're

getting there . We ask whether the people who are coming to our work are primarily

heavy readers , and whether we're getting that same work in front of an audience beyond
our own platforms and subscribers . So this chart shows the percentage of pageviews

from heavy users , and the percentage of pageviews from search , which has a strong

correlation with nonsubscribers ' interest .Who Coming to Our Stories
and How Are They Getting There?

How Many People Are Reading
and for How Long

Success
Improve

This

The axes on this chart are set as baselines . Our average story has 43 % of its pageviews

from heavy readers , so the baseline for heavy readers is set there . And our average story

has 21.7 % of page views from search , so that is the baseline there .
Improve

This
Success

21
%

baseline
More
Search
Traffic

More
Median
Page
Views

Improve
This

Discourage
This

Discourage
This

Improve
This

The chart on the right allows us to consider the context for those percentages , showing
us the median number of pageviews for those groups of stories along one axis and how
long readers spent with them along the other. (Our data science team provided us with an

adjusted look at active or engaged time that takes into account article length , making for

meaningful comparisons across coverage types , i.e., not penalizing shorter stories .)Fewer Heavy Readers

43% baseline

More EngagedTime*

* Adjusted for story length

So the chart on the right is the second stop , allowing us to go deeper on what our readers

enjoyed, which helps us prioritize which content from the first chart's improvement or

discouragement zones we should work to save (and which to simply end)
The way we read the Coverage Strategy Mapper : We start on the left graphic . And we

examine what content is falling where . If something falls in Discourage This , we then look

to the right graphic to see if highly engaging content that we should prioritize for trying

to improve .

To go into more detail , let's look more closely here at the table to the left.
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So , on the overall Mapper, which has both graphics , here's how the strategy editors are

interpreting where coverage bubbles fall on the map :

The top outer zones we call Success

The bottom inner zones we call Discourage This

For all other zones , we say, Improve This

To translate, our growth strategy encourages work that receives a low percentage of its

pageviews from heavy users and a high percentage of pageviews from search, alongside

high total pageviews and engaged time. If it falls below our medians in any of those

areas, we want to work to improve it we want those medians to move !

Any combination of qualities that leads to landing in an “ Improve This ” quadrant

means exactly that : We need to work to improve something about that coverage.

Maybe it gets great pageviews but they're all from heavy users . Maybe it's got
impressive engaged time but didn't find a large audience . Strategy editors will work
with reporters and editors to find the right buttons to push to shift those results .

(Improve This + Anything = Improve This and Anything + Improve This Improve
This)

Then there's the slightly more complicated world of coverage that lands in different
places on each side of the map .

If a type of coverage receives a low percentage of its pageviews from heavy

users and a high percentage of its pageviews from search , but gets very low total

pageviews and engaged time , we would discourage doing more like it . (Success /

Discourage This Discourage This

If it gets a high percentage of views from heavy users and a low percentage of its
pageviews from search , but receives high pageviews and engaged time , we should

work to improve how it does with our light users and nonsubscribers . (Discourage
This / Success = Improve This

Got it? If this is confusing at all , stick with us . It will make more sense as we go through
the coverage -area findings .

Here's how that shakes out:

Coverage that receives a low percentage of its pageviews from heavy users , a
high percentage of views from search, high median pageviews and high relative

engaged time is our goal . We want to encourage more work like it . This is how we

win . (Success + Success = Success)

Coverage that receives most of its views from heavy users , doesn't bring in an
outside audience via search , gets median pageviews below our baseline and only
briefly engages people is in our trouble zone. We want to discourage work like this .

It's an investment with poor return . This is what holds us back . (Discourage This +
Discourage This Discourage This)
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How this framework can drive change:
heavy users’ time spent was lower for the coverage for which they made up a higher

percentage of the audience.

There will be times when choosing to pursue new audiences does actually trade off with

creating work that our heavy readers enjoy. And in those cases, we strongly recommend

prioritizing growth and our future. It’s deeply possible—and even likely—that a coverage

strategy designed to connect with many different kinds of readers yields highly engaging

journalism that our heavy readers will also love.

Not so long ago in our newsroom, and maybe even still in some pockets now, attracting

a high percentage of pageviews from our subscribers was seen as an achievement. We

thought, “That means our core audience, our most devoted fans, our smartest readers,

appreciate this coverage! It’s worth it to do it for them.”

This metric often doesn’t meanwhat we think it does.
But we can no longerproducework that connectswith our heavyusersand no one else.

What it really means is not so much that heavy users appreciate it, but that only heavy

users appreciate it.And shifting our focus to other audiences doesn’t mean we leave

heavy users unsatisfied.

We can improveour quality and our reach.

Here’s what the Coverage Strategy Mapper taught us: The types of coverage from recent

months that land in our “Success” quadrant—signaling a small percentage of pageviews

from heavy users—in fact receive higher median pageviews from our heavy users

than coverage that lands in the “high pageviews from heavy users” quadrant. Before

coronavirus turned the world upside down, the same was true for average pageviews.

The pattern also holds for engaged time for our coverage since early March (though not

earlier inour sample). Heavy users’ relative engaged time was slightly higher for coverage

in our “Success” quadrant that reached a broader audience. That means, fascinatingly,
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Case Study: Capital Account On the other hand, Capital Account reaches a larger audience than most of our content, with

median pageviews of 52,525 and engaged time well above that for articles of a similar length.

22 ... 140K
Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

% SearchBaseline
Previously, we might have said : Subscribers enjoy it ! Leave it alone ! This tool shows us

room for improvement .
20 %

17...

100K

15

Discourage This / Success = Improve This

Median
Pageviews

%

7.5 %

The next page of our tool shows us which types of columns Greg may want to lean

into and which to sprinkle in more rarely . Here's the same grid , but with every one of his

columns from January 2019 through mid May 2020 .

40K

5 %

Median PVs Baseline

2.5 %

0 %
20% 30 % 40 % 50 % 60 % 70 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.50.75

Relative Engaged Time Headline Headline

30% 160K
% HeavyBaseline RelativeEngaged TimeBaseline

140K

25%

% Search Baseline 120K

20%

For an example of how we might apply insight from the Coverage Strategy Mapper in our

newsroom, let's zoom in on Capital Account The column from Greg Ip our beloved chief

economics commentator, appears weekly in the print Wall Street Journal and across
our platforms.

100K

%
Search 15%

10%

40KAs we said when we welcomed Greg back to WSJ in 2014, he has few rivals who are as

lively of an interpreter and analyst of the world's economic ebbs and flows.
5 PVs Baseline

0
20% 60 % 8040%

% Heavy
0.5 1.5

RelativeEngagedTime

On our Coverage Strategy Mapper, see above , the digital publication of his column

represents a mixed bag. The column receives more than half of its pageviews from our

heavy users, higher than the baseline 43% . And it underperforms in search, pulling just
7.5% of views from people for answers, compared with a baseline 21.7% .
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It shows a handful of his columns have attracted a broader audience than the others, and

few have seen more success with search traffic .

sharp , pithy headlines . He frequently chooses topics that capture the moment The column

generates pageviews and subscription orders well above the median for WSJ . But using

this tool , we see that paying more attention to SEO might further develop the audience for

his column , lifting the invisible ceiling imposed by subscriber -heavy traffic .Broader audience:

Hed Pub Date URL % Search % He... Rel . Time

In Britain, a Middle Way for Reining In Big Tech Mar 12 , 2019 htt 0.64 % 31.84 % 48,922 0.99
Now the strategy editor for Washington can work with Greg, his editors and our SEO team

to move the needle, giving ourselves six months to broaden his reach .For Lower - Paid Workers , the Robot Overlords Have Arrived May 1 2019 htt 2.25% 37.88 % 86,672 1.31

Economics vs. Epidemiology: Quantifying the Trade - off Apr 15, 2020 htt 6.04% 39.48% 70,065 1.28

U.S. Economy Slides Into the Monetary Black Hole Mar 16 , 2020 htt 5.99% 41.61% 104,324 0.86 If it doesn't improve in six months , it could be a harder decision . But let's be positive - we

think we can improve his reach and will give it a good tryHow to Get Rid of Carbon Emissions : Pay Farmers to Bury Them Sep 11, 2019 10.73 % 42.07% 78,233 1.43

Higher search traffic : Important Note:

Hed Pub Date URL % Search % He... Rel. Time

India's Protectionist Path Risks U.S. Trade Clash Feb 19 , 2020 htt 26.62% 49.65% 37,956 1.15

IfWarren Scraps Private Health Care, Bewarethe UnintendedConsequen... Nov 6, 2019 htt 26.04 % 47.28% 68,688 1.65

Despite Trade Truce, U.S.-China Cold War Edges Closer Oct 16, 2019 htt 18.46% 52.68% 36,079 1.21

HistoryWill Rememberthe Trade EconomicImpact the Fed's Aug 21 , 2019 15.88 % 57.63% 33,073 1.03

One note before we jump into the coverage areas : This tool is only as strong as the data it

analyzes . For it to be most effective in helping us evaluate coverage, we need to be more

rigorous with which subsection and article type we assign to each story . We need to stop

assigning stories to useless section-subsection-article type combinations - such as US US,
U.S. News; World , World World News; Markets, Markets, Markets Main; Business , Business ,

Business- and create new ones where needed for clarity so that stories on similar topics

are grouped together. Creating a guide with input from coverage editors willbe one of the

first steps we take .

London, New York and Hong Kong Share a Troubled Future Dec 11, 2019 htt 14.27% 57.72% 48,542 1.05

Even Greg's higher search -traffic columns were only just over the baseline for percentage

of traffic from search . But the two columns that got more than a quarter of their views
from readers looking for answers extended his reach beyond heavy users . One of them

brought in pageviews 30% higher than the median for his column .
Recommendation : We have identified where our taxonomy and metadata including
tagging - fall short in enabling the strategy editors to dig deeper into our user behaviors

when interacting with our text , videos , graphics and interactives . The strategy editors willGreg's column always gets home-page placement . He and his editors work hard to suggest
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lay out particular guidance on tagging in each of their areas and we must require strict

adherence to their guidance . We also need a newsroom -wide point person who dedicates

substantial time to be our tagging librarian .

And a Note on Things to End:

As we dive into the coverage-area findings, we want to note that our team has also taken

a look at groups of content that have median pageviews below 15,000 an amount so low
that we need to push to end it, or justify why we would keep going . We identified 11,900

stories since the start of 2019 that have median pageviews under 15,000 . That's about

one-quarter of our content.

We will have discussions with coverage partners about where these stories fall in

our Coverage Strategy Mapper and whether they are worth continuing . What's notable is

that these stories are a large chunk ofour stories , but they brought in only 11.2% of our

pageviews in that period . In other words , this sample of underperforming articles accounts

for 29% of the total number of articles published since January 2019 , but it has only

generated 11% of the total pageviews in that timeframe . This is the sort of opportunity we
have right in front of us .
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Coverage Area -Specific Findings
Our most successful Politics & Policy coverage for reaching new audiences via search

hits WSJ's sweet spot of news and analysis with a business and economy lens , as in,

Next Wave of IRS Stimulus Payments Set to Hit Bank Accounts in Coming Days , and
Senate Push to Speed Up Green Card Backlog Stalls .” The top five stories for search were

all tax- or immigration -related .
Washington

SUCCESSES: Politics & Policy, U.S. News and World

The D.C coverage area produces journalism across sections and topics , publishing

substantial volume during our sample period in our Politics, Economy, U.S., World ,

Markets Business and Tech sections . It published the most , not surprisingly , in Politics.

So it's encouraging that our dominant category of political coverage , the Politics & Policy

article type, gets most of its pageviews from our non-heavy readers . It also pulls in more
than the median percentage of pageviews from search and above -median pageviews
overall at 27,446 .

D.C. is also at its most compelling to new audiences when it contributes to U.S. News and
World coverage , sometimes in collaboration with reporters from those sections . Overall,
those two categories of D.C. coverage meet our goals of connecting with audiences
outside of our heavy users . (Though we should continue to assess which types of stories
within that coverage routinely underperform , such as incremental news updates .) High
performing examples include :

U.S. News

Politics

Estate Life and Style

Heavy Baseline

TechMarkets

World
Collection

Relative Engaged TimeBaseline
60% 140K

Which College Graduates Make the Most

CDC Warns Expects Coronavirus to Spread in U.S.

How to Apply for Small Business Loans Under the Coronavirus Stimulus Bill

Navy Removing Captain of Coronavirus -Stricken Aircraft Carrier

Marines Plan to Retool to Meet China Threat

World

120K
50 %

section Politics
subsection : Politics

article_type : Politics and Policy

% Heavy : 39.75 %
: 26.26 %

Record Count : 2,593

100K

40%

6

Search 30%

Median
Pageviews

% Search Baseline

20%

10%
MedianPVs Baseline

U.S. Troops in Standoffs With Russian Military Contractors in Syria

Qataris , Saudis Make New Bid to Mend a Long-Festering Feud
U.S. Military Raid Freed Woman Held in Honduras

U.S. Blames Iran for Attack on Saudi Oil Facilities

North Korean Leader's Slain Half Brother a Source
0 %

20% 30% 40 % 50 % 60 % 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.50.75

Relative Time
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IMPROVE THIS: Elections 2020 Capital Journal , Capital Account , The Outlook
US US

60 % 140K
% Heavy Baseline RelativeEngagedTimeBaseline

50 %
120Ksection : US

subsection : US

article_type : U.S. News

Heavy : 36.81 %
Search : 28.34 %

Record Count: 869

100K

While our politics coverage overall often reaches a broader audience , there's a particularly

pressing exception : Elections 2020. Our campaign coverage frequently isn't connecting
on search and receives a higher percentage of its pageviews from heavy users than other

politics reporting .

40 %

%
Search 30%

Median
Pageviews

% SearchBaseline

20 %

40K

10
Median PVs Baseline

20K

0 %
20% 30% 40 % 60 % 70 % 8.5 0.5 1.2550% 0.75 1

Relative EngagedTime

Collaboration is a strong theme in D.C.'s most successful coverage . More than a third of

WSJ articles with at least one D.C. byline have more than one author . Two Supreme Court

reporters may work together the White House team may partner with the Congress
team ; an economy reporter may pair up with U.S. news ; a national security reporter may

partner with someone overseas .

This is especially urgent because the search authority and audience we build now

sets the table for Election Day. Ifwe expect a large audience to find us then, we need to

create habits now. The elections editor has worked with our SEO team on reader guides

for debates and primary nights, which has led to our largest SEO successes . But we need

to go further. We should take a cue from our most appealing policy coverage and identify
search themes in areas where we have particular advantage to frame at least one story

a week . And our strategy, elections and politics editors must frequently evaluate the mix

and reach of coverage to make sure our reporters are leaning into what's working (fiscal

policy, big-picture analysis , exclusive polling, election security) and away from what's not
( insider campaign politics, updates from the campaign trail ).

Arts

For Washington , shared bylines correlate with significantly higher pageviews and orders

articles with more than one byline attract double the median pageviews , more than double

the average pageviews and drive three times the median orders of those with a single byline .

null

Real Estate
Politics

Business
US and Style

% Heavy Baseline
140K

Relative Engaged Time Baseline

50 %

100K

40 %
Recommendation : We should focus our energy on policy and politics coverage with a

business and economy lens, zeroing in on key topics such as tax policy and immigration .

Washington should continue its strong collaboration with other coverage areas and

around the globe to telldistinctive and definitive stories .

Politics
subsection : Politics

article_type: Election 2020

% Heavy : 48.23 %
% Search : 18.80 %
Record Count :

Search 30 %

Median
Pageviews

% Search Baseline

20 %

MedianPVs Baseline
10 %
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Headline Headline

70% 180K
% HeavyBaseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

160K
60%

Greg Ip are gems which is born out by the high relative engaged time for their columns
and we must work with them to get Capital Journal and Capital Account in front of
broader audiences . Capital Account already drives a median 7.5 orders per column . Savvy
topic choice and close collaboration with our SEO team will help us move these features
from subscriber secrets to public treasures .

Headline: MoreConflict Inevitable; War With Iran Isn't

140K

Heavy: 45.07%
% Search: 42.05%50%

120K

40 %
100K

30

% SearchBaseline

20 %

40K

10% PVs Baseline

20K

20% 60 % 80% 0.5 1.540%
% Heavy Relative Engaged Time

The Outlook falls into a similar bucket with our flagship columns . It's a forward - looking

analytical piece commissioned and edited each week by economics editors from

reporters on the economy team and around the globe . It overperforms on pageviews

and engaged time. But we have work to do building its reach beyond our heavy users.
Our most successful Outlook columns by this measure offer clues for our path forward :

“ AprilJobs Report Likely to Show Highest Unemployment Rate on Record Are We in
Recession? Experts Agree: Ask Claudia Sahm " and Federal Minimum Wage Doesn't

Really Matter Anymore.” We need to speak directly to our audience with compelling

takeaways crafted in language that's useful for search .

Headline

30 %
% Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

140K

25%

% Search Baseline Headline: India's Protectionist Path Risks U.S. Trade Clash

20%
% Heavy: 49.65 %
% Search : 26.62 %

100K

%
Search 15%

22.5 % 140K
Heaw Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

% Search Baseline

10% 20 %
120K

40K
17.5

5 % PVs Baseline 100K

15 %

section : Economy
subsection: The Outlook
article_type: The Outlook20 % 60% 80% 0.540%

% Heavy
1.5

RelativeEngaged Time Median
Pageviews

Heavy : 51.20 %

% Search : 17.14 %
Record Count: 45

60K

7.5 %Beyond the election, Washington also produces flagship features that are read primarily

by subscribers , even as they attract solid pageviews and engaged time . Jerry Seib and 5 %
Median PVs Baseline

2.5%

0 %
20 % 30% 40 % 60 % 70% 8.25 0.5 1.2550%

% Heavy

0.75 1

Relative Engaged Time
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DISCOURAGE THIS: Web-publishing newsletters, Economy Week Ahead, low-context
economic data

Economy

22.5% 140K

Relative Engaged Time Baseline
% Search Baseline

20

17.5%

section : Economy
subsection : Real Time Economics

article_type : Real Time Economics

% Heavy : 41.67 %
% Search : 11.98 %
Record Count: 380

15 %

Washington's flagship newsletters , Capital Journal and Real Time Economics , are

engaged in friendly competition to increase their list sizes and open rates (and , soon ,

clicks back to our site) . But there's one place this content review justifies pulling back : We

have yet to find a strategy for publishing our newsletters to our website that connects
with more than a small audience .

Median
Pageviews

* 10 %

7.5 %

5 %
MedianPVsBaseline

20K

2.5 %

0
20% 30% 40 % 50 % 60 % 70 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.5

% Heavy

0.75

Relative Engaged

Editors on the D.C. News Desk , which is admirably data -driven , have already stopped

publishing the Capital Journal newsletter in its entirety to the web . They experimented

with publishing just the newsletter's analytical take as a standalone “Political

Intelligence , but have now pared back on that , as well . Data in this analysis backs
up both of those decisions .

Politics Politics

22.5 % 140K
% Baseline RelativeEngagedTime Baseline

Search Baseline

20

17.5%

100K

The editor for Real Time Economics has regularly asked whether web -publishing was
justified , given the small web audience for what is otherwise a thriving newsletter . This

data gives us the confidence to say we should give him back that half- hour daily for other

priorities .

Politics
subsection : Washington Wire
article_type: Washington Wire

% Heavy: 47.29 %
% Search : 5.96
Record Count : 89 Median

Pageviews
10

7.5

40K

5
Median PVs Baseline

2.596

20 % 30 % 60% 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.25

And, in fact, we would go one step further to say the rollout of the new CMS is an

excellent time to stop publishing via our remaining WordPress blogs, Washington Wire
and Real time Economics.

40 % 50 % 0.75
RelativeEngagedTime
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Politics Politics

22.5 % 140K
% Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

% Search Baseline

20 %

120K

17.5

section : Politics

subsection : Politics

article_type: Political Intelligence
100K

15 %
% Heavy: 43.67 %

% Search: 22.27 %

RecordCount: 120

Finally, our analysis for this content review provides further support for a series of smart
decisions from our news chiefs and economics editors to pare back on publishing low
context economic data to the web . Their August 2019 plan to publish only a handful of
top-tier economic indicators correlates with a 4.3% increase in median pageviews for the
Economy section overall (comparison period : February 2019 -August 2019 vs. September
2019-March 9, 2020) and a rise in median orders for the section from two to three .
We should continue on this path, aggressively discouraging data stories that lack an
appealing blend of well -framed headlines , sharp analysis and real people .

12.5
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Pageviews
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7.5

40K

5

Median PVs Baseline

20K
2.5 %

0 %
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Relative Engaged Time
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Economy

%

% Search Baseline

20 %

% Heaw Relative Engaged Time Baseline
section: Economy
subsection: Economy
articletype: EconomicData

% Heavy: 49.52%
% Search: 12.92 %
RecordCount: 179

120K

17.5 %

Similarly, the Economy Week Ahead, a weekly print feature, hasn't found a strong web

audience despite years of support from @WSJecon, the Economy home page and
even Sunday push alerts . Our dashboard shows this isn't a feature we ought to invest in

publishing digitally

15 %

Median
Pageviews

7.5 %

Economy
5 %

22.5 % 140K Median PVs Baseline
Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

20K
% Search Baseline 2.5

20 %
120K

20%
17.5% 30 % 40% 50 % 60 % 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.25

Heavy

0.75
Relative Engaged Time

100K

15 %
section : Economy
subsection : Economy
article_type : Economy Week Ahead

% Heavy : 64.42 %
% Search : 18.25 %
Record Count : 62 Median

Pageviews
%

7.5 %

40K

Recommendation : We should stop web-publishing our newsletters and focus instead

on building their list sizes . We should stop publishing using our older WordPress blogs,

publishing content instead via Methode and eventually the new CMS . We should make
Economy Week Ahead a print -only feature . And we should continue our aggressive paring

back of low-context economic data as standalone articles on WSJ.com .

5 %
MedianPVs Baseline

20K
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U.S.

SUCCESSES: ' The Numbers'

What makes it successful?A big bright spot for U.S. News is Jo Craven McGinty's “ The Numbers ” column , which had

a viral hit explaining that 98.6 is no longer the normalhuman body temperature. Even
removing that successful article from the equation , The Numbers is still among the most

popular sections in the entire coverage area .

US

subsection: The Numbers

articletype The Numbers
22 .

140K

This column discusses relatable areas of our lives and uses data to reveal hidden truths .

It's service journalism with evidence to back it up . It also has a name, face and a consistent

approach that readers seem to be attracted to . There's room to improve with search , and

with most of her subjects being in the zeitgeist , it would not be difficult to leverage those

sought after keywords into the headlines more often .

Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

Search
20 : 17.18 %

: 14.95 %

Record Count : 62

120K

17.

159

section US
subsection The Numbers
article_type: The Numbers

RelativeEngaged Time: 1.07
Median Pageviews: 43,420
Record 62

12 ....

%
Search Median

Pageviews
7.5

40K

5 %

Median PVs Baseline

20K
2.5 %

0 %
20% 30 % 40% 50 % 60 % 70% 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.5

% Heavy
0.75
RelativeEngagedTime

It sits wellbelow the baseline for pageviews from heavy users, exceeds most sections in

median pageviews , is within striking distance of our median percentage of pageviews from

search and well above baseline for engaged time.
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IMPROVE: Education DISCOURAGE : New York - Focused Content

Education coverage is another strong offering but we need to work on search and reach .

It sits comfortably in the sweet spot for engaged time and median pageviews , it doesn't

overindex with heavy users , but it could benefit from a bit more SEO work .

We need to realize that U.S. News is producing an abundance of New York - focused

niche journalism that is not attracting a substantial , or even median -level audience . For

our digital audience , this work is not worth what we're investing , and we should consider

significantly changing what and how much we publish online .
Education is going to be a very big topic for the next two years with the fallout from

Covid-19 and how it affects students . It does wellon engaged time (see the next graphic) .
traditionally focused on college coverage but in the past year have been writing more

about elementary and high school education , which helps expand our audience to parents

and students at different stages in their lives .

Every single N. -focused coverage area, except for one, falls outside the acceptable zone

for driving digital subscriber growth.

US
US US

140K 140K

Relative Engaged Time Baseline 45 %% Heaw Baseline
Relative EngagedTime Baseline

% Heavy Baseline
22
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article_type : Education
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DISCOURAGE THIS : The ExpertsThe New York -specific subsections and article types NY Politics , NY Region, NY Real
Estate , New York , NY Transit , NY Schools and NY Crime all attract below -median

pageviews and engaged time . They have a somewhat higher percentage of pageviews

from search than the WSJ median , but largely fail to connect with an audience beyond a
small subset of our heavy users .

This is a very poorly performing Journal Report column written by outside contributors . It

gets very few pageviews , has low engaged time and low search interest and doesn't attract
people outside our heavy readership . It's oddly filed under U.S. despite having no

obvious overlap
The sole outlier is NY Real Estate Commercial , which attracts only slightly higher than

median pageviews from search and has some readership beyond users .
US

22 .... 140K
Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

SearchBaseline

17...

100K
:

subsection: The Experts
article_type: The Experts

Heavy : 47.18
% Search : 7.03 %
Record Count : 73 Median

Pageviews
section
subsection :The Experts
article type: The Experts

Time: 0.79

Median Pageviews: 5,025
Record Count: 73

5
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BROADER INSIGHTS :

U.S. News has benefited greatly in the Covid -19 era , with a massive boost of daily interest

in domestic news . It saw a 78.7 % increase in average pageviews , from 41,553 to 74,296 .

In order to sustain that new baseline , we will need to find ways to keep our corona cohort

interested once the pandemic fades from the news .

U.S. News has the highest percentage of nonsubscriber prospects across all our coverage
areas . We need to find ways to move them further along the funnel . U.S. News has the

highest average pageviews across all coverage areas, but produces the fewest number

of articles . We can create loyalty to our news product by locking them into our developing
stories through a Follow feature , where we become their go-to source for that particular

storyline .U.S. News is tied for last with Corporate when it comes to bounce rate, which means

people come to read our U.S. News stories and leave right afterward without exploring

further. We need to find better ways to keep people on our site when it comes to this

particular coverage area . To that end we recommend the following .

2. Create Efficiencies Through

Modularization1. Create Better Playlists For Running
Stories We need to be more efficient about how we tackle the commodity news so resources can

be used to make sure our deep reporting provides a strong return on our investment .

What efficiencies do we need?We need to tie articles together more attractively to show the long arc of stories . Our

journalism cannot exist in a vacuum , especially when the depth and breadth of our

coverage allows us to show far more than a snapshot of any particular story There are a

number of ways we can do this, through presentation but also by giving readers the ability

to follow the longer arcs of stories through a Follow feature specific to that story arc . We

currently offer ways to follow some topic areas and reporters but no way to follow the arc
of a storyline .

.

Reusable copy across articles that refer to the same situations we are reporting on.

We should develop a system that modularizes our content

Modularization allows us to write less

It also provides us with opportunities to create custom articles for different
audiences based on their prior reading or preferences (location, topic , etc.
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The New York Times leads with live updates nearly daily . They have a distinctive format

that doesn't resemble a live blog in the traditional sense but provides a report that feels

immediate but also contextual .

We can produce something like this even more efficiently in the form of our wra stories
with modularization . We can eventually apply that modularization to other stories to
gain even greater efficiency across the newsroom . They can power newsletters and new
products .

We can also gain valuable data and insights about our readers based on more granular

information , regarding how they interact on an individual story -component level.

This modularization would be useful in many coverage areas, and U.S. could be a place

to experiment
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World most from outside our frequent readership , meaning our light subscribers as well as

nonsubscribers . A striking statistic for this story : Heavy WSJ readers only made up 11%

of the audience .SUCCESSES: Asia News & China News

Let's start with a success story . Our China news coverage (433 articles ) has strong

median pageviews , around 37,000 , and generates strong search traffic (30 ) . We have

been to reach broader audiences through search engines , while still serving our

heavy readers , who represent 38 % of our total audience engaging with our China news

coverage .

Another piece to remember is ourstory on China's early coronavirus missteps and

how it all started. More than three-quarters of a million people read the article on our

platforms nearly all of them outside our typical heavy readership . They spent 50% more

time with the photo- and chart- rich narrative than is typical for stories of that length .

World World

Despite the roadblocks, our strong commitment to fully and fairly covering China and its

role in the world is met with strong audience numbers . The recent move to strengthen

our team and broaden our coverage is paving the way for even stronger results .
35 % 140K

% Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

30 % 120K

25 % 100K

% Search Baseline

: World
subsection: Asia
article_type: ChinaNews

20 %
% Heavy : 37.79 %

Search:
Record Count: 433 Median

Pageviews
A note on tagging : It is very important that all China - related coverage be tagged China

News support accurate data and insight analysis . It doesn't matter who wrote the

story, even more so now that the China team is fully global . The tagging should reflect

how our audience will approach the story.
15 %

10 %

Median PVs Baseline

20K5 %

0 %
20 % 30 % 40 % 50 % 60 % 70 % 0.5 1.25 1.50.75

Relative Engaged Time9 Heavy

Top -performing stories include our scoop on the U.S. government working to evacuate

its citizens from Wuhan back in January. The story generated around 425,000 pageviews ,
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IMPROVE: Europe News & U.K. NewsThe rest of our World coverage of the Asia region has broad audience appeal and higher
than-baseline engagement figures, with around 26,000 median pageviews and 1.02
relative engaged time . Our Asia news coverage , represented by more than 450 articles in
our sample , is another success story for the World section .

Let's talk about an area that could be improved . We aren't seeing strong search volume

(23 ) for our Europe News content, but we are recording a higher-than-baseline relative

engaged time (1.1) and decent median pageviews, around 22,500. This indicates there's

room to grow the audience around this coverage and work to reach wider audiences

through search

World World

30 % 140K
% Heavy Baseline RelativeEngagedTimeBaseline

120K
25 %

Search Baseline

section : World
subsection : Asia

article_type : Asia News

Heavy : 39.34 %
% Search : 29.84 %
Record Count :478

100K
35 % 140K

20 Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

30 % 120K

%
Search Median

Pageviews
25 % 100Ksection World

subsection Europe

article_type: EuropeNews10 % Search Baseline

20 % Heavy: 43.10 %

% Search : 31.21%
Record Count : 586SearchMedian PVs Baseline

20K Median
Pageviews

15 %

20 4096 50 60 70 % 0.5 1.25 1.5 10 % 40K

% Heavy
0.75

Relative Engaged Time
Median PVs Baseline

5 % 20K

0
20 % 30% 40% 60 % 70% 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.550 %

% Heavy

0.75

RelativeEngagedTime

Top -performing stories in terms of pageviews are about the 2019 HongKong

protests, the North Korean regime, the Australian fires, the 2019 Easter bombing

attacks in SriLanka and the coronavirus pandemic . The majority of these stories

saw strong search traffic and engaged a broad range of readers , beyond our heavy

pool .

Our search wins for this article type include our strong visually led story on the
Australian fire. This article received 78% of its traffic from search . This article

received 78% of its traffic from search .

Now let's look a bit closer at the content . This section performance is heavily driven by
our thorough and regular coverage of Italy and its response to the coronavirus pandemic

Our articles of the country in the past six months have captivated our readers , especially

the less frequent audience .
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Hed PVs Time % Search % Heavy

Terrible Fire' atNotre Dame in Paris 0.78 46.67% 20.08 %

Ten of our top 20 stories in this subsection (see table) are about Italy. All have engaged a

wider audience, beyond our heavy readers. Eight of these stories recorded search traffic

between 56% and 76% . This is impressive- and shows that readers engage with visual

stories that feature people and places they can relate to and learn from .

893,473 0.93 43.22% 13.86%

498,745 1.05 31.89% 15.02%

407,679 0.80 61.65% 28.77%

355,020 1.34 25.88% 12.47%

323,289 1.01 56.23% 28.42%

284,867 0.98 4.78% 31.74%

283,507 9.56% 27.38%

By just reading the headlines , you get a sense of how the health crisis roiled the country
and how closely we followed it . Our bureau, split between Rome and Milan, worked

around the clock to put this in the context of Europe and the global response to the
pandemic . Back in April,our South Europe Bureau Chief Marcus Walker hosted a live Q & A

with our readers, spoke about our coverage and shared lessons the U.S. can learn from
other regions dealing with the virus . “ That horrible example of Italy was very influential

Walker said . “ It really shocked health-care professionals in other Western countries ,

including the U.S., where a lot of doctors and health experts and hospital managers
looked at what was happening in northern Italy and reacted and started drawing up
battle plans ahead of the arrival of the virus.

261,433 1.06 73.74 % 16.72%

Italy's Coronavirus Death Toll Is Far Higher Than Reported

Italy PlansLarge-Scale Lockdown in Country's North to FightCoronavirus
As U.K. Battles to Contain Coronavirus, Boris Johnson Remains in Hospital

InsideSweden's Radically Different Approach to the Coronavirus
Italy Bolsters Quarantine Checks After InitialLockdown Confusion

Police Tracked a Terror Suspect- Until His PhoneWent Dark After a Facebook
Warning

Vatican Uses Donations for the Poor to Plug BudgetDeficit

Italy Hopeful That Coronavirus Epidemic Slowing Down

Italian PrimeMinister to Resign Declaring End ofGovernment
Italy, With Elderly Population,Has World's HighestDeath Rate From Virus

Italy's Slow Progress in FightingCoronavirus Is a Warning to West

Italy Imposes Coronavirus Lockdown on Large Parts ofNation'sNorth
Coronavirus Spreads Outside of Italy, Prompting Fresh Restrictions

Coronavirus InfectionsIncrease in Italy

Coronavirus Tests Europe's Open Borders as ItalyDeath Toll Rises
Priceless Baroque Jewels Stolen in German Museum Heist

Theresa May to Quit Get Brexit Deal Through Parliament

Tram Shooting in Dutch City of Utrecht

228,417 0.84 8.69% 26.43%

218,293 1.31 75.52% 9.43%

208,031 1.22 63.18% 30.23 %

184,902 0.90 66.87 % 36.37%

179,213 0.89 64.88% 34.45%

169,606 0.89 70.76 % 18.14A note on tagging: Considering the volume of articles we produce out of our Italy bureau,

we should consider tagging this content News” as we do with our UK News

content

0.98 60.44% 25.66%169,507

169,101 1.00 32.73% 45.12%

168,558 0.93 9.45% 44.52 %

168,294 0.68 42.47% 34.02%
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T 2:37 PM

google.com
Our piece on the Notre Dame fire, with more than a million pageviews and 47 of traffic

coming from search , is a known success story in the newsroom . A key takeaway is how

important the lead image was to this story's performance . When news broke that the

spire collapsed , our SEO editor Ed Hyatt worked with the publishing desk to swap the
lead image and clearly show the shocking moment . We were the first news outlet to do

so, helping us secure nearly half a million pageviews from search .

TOP STORIES

Part of Notre- Dame Cathedral Spire

Collapses in Fire

The New York Times - 14 mins agoYou might wonder what there is to improve with all these great examples . The truth is

that we also publish many stories that barely get read . Out of the 586 stories analyzed ,

half of them generate less than 22,000 pageviews . Many of these are too local or too

focused on local European politics, which make it difficult for us to engage our U.S.
readers

Roof collapses at Paris' Notre Dame
Cathedral as massive fire rages

CNBC.com - 5 mins ago

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
Our recommendation is to be a lot more selective in the news we cover across Europe,

stop publishing incremental news updates on European politics and focus on news

stories and features that will help us attract wider audiences .

Notre Dame Fire: Cathedral
Ablaze in Paris

Notre Dame
Paris on fire

14 mins ago 1 hour ago

Full Coverage
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The U.K.

Now let's take a look at our U.K. news coverage more closely . As with “ China News

UK News ” is a separate article type on our site, which makes it easier for us to analyze .

Similarly to “Europe News, U.K. content isn't getting a lot of search traffic (21 %)

though it is seeing above-average relative engaged time (1.07) and higher-than-baseline

median pageviews , around 26,000 . This indicates again that we can grow the audience
around this coverage area .

This is how our UK News content looks in our strategy mapper.

World

22. 140K
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Search Baseline

20 %
120K
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: World
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article_type: News
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The New STYLE

The Royal Wedding: Frequently Asked Questions and Answers to
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know and Some Things You Didn't
By SARAH LYALL, ELIZABETH PATON, CAITY WEAVER and ANYA STRZEMIEN APRIL 6, 2018

Recommendation :

Top search stories include our coverage of the U.K. election results as well as
other major news stories such as Prime Minister Boris Johnson's coronavirus

hospitalization and terror attacks. In terms of engaged time , stories about the fate

of Northern Ireland post-Brexit performed best .

When looking closer at our election coverage , articles about the race, with

details on polls, political party platforms and local elections, didn't resonate
with our U.S. audience as much as our analysis of the election results and Boris

Johnson's policies. This suggests we should focus more on the big picture and

consequences, and less on the process and details of the election .

Top performing stories in terms of pageviews include our coverage of the Brexit

saga and the Royals, including this best-performing article on Prince Harry giving
up his royal duties . Although we don't write much about the royals, U.S. readers are

interested in them . We should experiment further with our royal coverage and
test search stories like this from the New York Times (right).

News articles such as our story on the drone threat atHeathrow airport or the

discovery of 39 dead bodies in a trailer should have seen higher search volumes
than 5% and 7% respectively . Major news events are worth covering, but we
should think about search and SEO even more for these stories than others.

These stories should make it to Google's Top News carousel.

Last updated at 2018
See what's
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IMPROVE: Autos & Transportations

This section represents our thinking on auto coverage that comes from World and

from Corporate.

Ifwe look at our coverage of U.S. auto companies only, we count more than 150 articles .

These articles generated 30 % of their traffic from search , one of the highest percentages

for a major Corp category . Heavy users accounted for 43 of traffic , roughly in line with

the median . And median pageviews were strong at 27,791 , while engaged time lagged
behind our median baseline .

We need to rethink our auto content , as currently covered by both the World and

Corporate teams
Business

35 % 140K
Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

30 120K
Out of more than 300 Auto & Transportation articles published under our site's Business section,

half of the content is written by World reporters and focuses on non-U.S. auto companies . The

other half comes from the Corporate team and focuses on U.S. auto companies .
25 100Ksection Business

subsection Autos & Transportation
article_type Autos% Search Baseline

2096 % Heavy : 43.56 %

: 30.79 %
Record Count : 169 Median

Pageviews
15 %If we look at our auto content as a whole, our coverage skews toward heavy readers

(47%) and has a relative engaged time below baseline (0.94) , but it has recorded a search

volume (27%) and median pageviews (around 24,000) above baselines . It's not bad.
10 %

Median PVsBaseline

20%
Business 30% 40 % 50 % 60 % 70% 8.25 0.5 1.250.75
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13

Here are three examples of successful U.S. autos coverage .

Buying a New Car During the Coronavirus Pandemic: What You Should Know : This

piece, published on April 10, generated 81,000 pageviews, with 80% coming from

search . Only 16% oftraffic came from heavy users, suggesting this story resonated
with a new audience .

Detroit CarMakers to Temporarily Close U.S.Plants Over Virus Concerns: This

piece, published on March 18, toward the beginning of the pandemic, generated

68,000 pageviews with 59% of the traffic coming from search . And only one-third of
the traffic came from heavy users .

GM to Revive HummerNameon New Electric Pickup Model:This WSJ exclusive,

published on Jan. 10, 2020, had 150,000 pageviews with nearly half of the traffic

coming from search. And only 21% of readers were heavy users, again suggesting
that this story attracted a wider audience than usual.

5

20

Meow

Most of our international auto coverage is about auto earnings and sales of non-U.S. car

companies , as well as industry movements and appointments. A lot of these articles read

as news wires and fail to clearly engage a wider audience.

Now, if we look at the articles produced by the World team only, which again tend to

cover non-U.S . auto companies , we get a different picture . Heavy readers represent a
larger portion of the audience (52%). Most importantly, search traffic drops significantly

(to 18%) and both the median pageviews (around 18,000 ) and the relative engaged time

(0.95 ) are below baselines .

Even some of our best foreign auto stories , such as our thoughtful coverage of Carlos

Ghosn , proved to mostly resonate with our heavy users and didn't attract a wide search

audience . We are not suggesting that we shouldn't cover Carlos Ghosn , but we need

to better think of search when we write those pieces so that we can reach the broader

audience we are trying to attract .

In other words , our international coverage is mostly serving our heavy readers , but they

don't even engage much with the content themselves .

What does this mean? There is a disconnect between how our auto coverage performs

based on teams and regional coverage . Autos has three dedicated U.S. reporters Mike

Colias, Nora Naughton and Ben Foldy report through Christina Rogers in Corporate .

There are three additional auto reporters overseas William Boston Sean McLain, and
Trefor Moss report through the World team . Trefor, for instance, writes about a
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variety of topics but is also assigned to cover the Chinese auto industry. Our research
has found that U.S. auto coverage outperforms on search and doesn't overindex to heavy

users . Conversely, our foreign auto coverage has underperformed in a number of key
metrics . We suggest that we should do fewer foreign auto stories and make sure that the

ones we do are broad enough to appeal to our largely U.S. audience . This shift in thinking

could free up those three auto reporters overseas to work on more ambitious projects or

consider diving into other coverage areas outside of autos.

engaged time . This gives us a clear picture of how readers are engaging with our Finance

content , allowing the Finance team to take concrete steps to adjust current coverage

and potentially redirect resources to pursue new areas of reporting . A sampling of those

steps follows

SUCCESS: Your Money / Personal Finance

Markets

50%
section: Markets
subsection: Your Money

article_type: Your Money

Finance (M &
40 %

% Heavy: 32.51%
% Search: 29.80 %
Record Count: 94

30 %

As seen in the WSJ Coverage Strategy Mapper, a majority of Finance coverage

overindexes with heavy subscribers (falling to the right of the vertical baseline in the left

graph) and hovers around the baselines for search traffic , median pageviews , and relative
Search

% Search Baseline

20 %

Life Markets

Tech World Real Estate

% Heavy Baseline

Markets

Politics

Tech

Economy

US

Collection

Relative Engaged Time Baseline
10 %

% 140K

Our personal finance coverage ,
tagged in the Your Money ” and
now updated “Personal Finance

subsections and article types , hits

the sweet spot in our framework ,

reaching beyond heavy

subscribers and overperforming
on search . Among the top articles
in this set is the best-performing
Finance story in the full data
set, Your Parents' Financial

Advice Is (Kind Of)Wrong. which

had almost a million pageviews , 22.21 % of which came from heavy subscribers , and a
relative engaged time of 1.5. Also included is the newsy, Retirees Get Relief in Senate
Coronavirus Stimulus Package. SEO -optimized headline helped to draw almost 72%

of its traffic from search , leading to almost 205,000 pageviews . Less than 17% of them

came from heavy subscribers , and relative engaged time was just above the baseline
at 0.98 . We should be doing more stories like this , with the potential to bring in new readers

70 %
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through search as well as to deliver a rewarding news experience they want to spend time

with once they get there .

year's podcast analysis , Secrets of Wealthy Women saw tremendous growth from March

2018 to the early part 2019 with an overwhelmingly female audience , one that , according
to a recent Customer Intelligence study, skews young . As this is an audience we want to
attract to the Journal , it's worth the resources to experiment with content to bring and

engage them on site.

Headline Headline
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HeavyBaseline RelativeEngagedTime Baseline
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800K

60 %

IMPROVE Heard On The Street
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Search 40%

Markets Markets
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Headline : Secrets of Wealthy Women : Dr. Laura Forese on Fearless Decision Making
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% Search : 0.81%

200K
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section : Markets

subsection: Heard on the Street
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Yet , not all articles performed equally in this set In fact , the Your Money " subsection and

article type underperforms as a whole on pageviews and relative engaged time. Looking

closer, articles promoting the Secrets of Wealthy Women podcast tend to underperform ,

with the fewest pageviews and shortest engaged times . Taking them out of the “Your

Money" article type set increases median pageviews far above the baseline to almost
74,000 and increases the relative engaged time from 0.76 to 0.94, much closer to the

baseline of 0.97. As their own set , the articles for the Secrets of Wealthy Women podcast

fall under the baselines , with about 4,700 median pageviews and a relative engaged time

of 0.63, and overindex with heavy subscribers with very little traffic from search . This
presents an opportunity to rethink how we use this content on site . According to last

Heard on the Street is the on financial analysis and commentary and
covers more than 2,000 articles in this analysis . As a whole , it overperforms with heavy

subscribers and underperforms on search . But Heard on the Street has a higher than

expected relative engaged time , indicating that readers enjoy the insights and analysis

once they get to them . But we're not getting nearly enough people there .
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The Intelligent Investor is Jason Zweig's weekly column on investing . As a whole it

overindexes with heavy subscribers at 50.24 % and performs below the baseline when it

comes to search at 11.74% . At the same time , though , it performs above par for median

pageviews at 85,755 and for relative engaged time at 1.09. This is a classic example of

Discourage This / Success = Improve This ” discussed earlier, and our remedy is to work to

improve how these columns do with our light users and nonsubscribers .

To understand how to improve that , we will focus on those articles that fall where we

need to be- below the 43% baseline on heavy subscribers and above the 21.7% baseline

for search . Only 214 of the 2,043 articles fell in that quadrant , drawing only 33% of their
pageviews from heavy subscribers and overperforming on search at 39%, with a higher
than expected relative engaged time . These will be our guides in how to improve Heard

on the Street content going forward - articles like "Warren Buffett's Death-SpiralDeal”,

Brother Tesla Can't Spare a Dime and Planet FitnessMust ComeDown to Earth ”.We

will need to consider overhauling the strategy, rethinking what we publish- including how
much we publish and how we optimize what we publish for search, given the timeliness

and currency of this content- and how we present what we publish on the website to

encourage discoverability. The first step is already in motion as we schedule SEO training
for the entire Heard on the Street staff.

Headline Headline

40 % 450K

% Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

35% 400K

Headline: The Panic of 2020 ? Oh, I Made of Money - and You 350K
30 %

Heavy: 34.92 %
% Search : 36.16 % 300K

25 %

% SearchBaseline
250K

20 %

15%

IMPROVE : The Intelligent Investor
10%

100K

5 %

Markets PVsBaseline
22 140K

Baseline RelativeEngaged TimeBaseline 0 0
30% 40% 50% 60 % 70 % 0.5 1.5% SearchBaseline

20

Markets
subsection : Markets

article_type: The Intelligent Investor

RelativeEngaged Time: 1.09
Median Pageviews:
Record Count: 67

Relative Engaged Time

17 ....

100K

15%

Median
Pageviews

10

7.596

40K

As with Heard on the Street , we'll look to those stories that hit the right notes when it
comes to heavy subscribers and search . In this data set , that's three stories- The Panic

of 2020? Oh, Made a Ton ofMoney - and So Did You " Your Stock Trades Go Free but
YourCash Is in Chains," and The Pros Have to Sell Stocks Now . You Don't.”What's

also telling at the article is that most of the Intelligent Investor articles fallshort

on search . To address this , we'll first focus on SEO to get in front of and pull in readers

beyond heavy subscribers

5 %

MedianPVs Baseline
20K

0 %
20 % 30 % 40% 50 % 60 70% 825 0.5 1.25 1.50.75

RelativeEngagedTime96 Heavy
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IMPROVE Credit Markets notable stories over the incremental , detailing how they relate or can impact our readers '

lives, and ensuring every story is optimized for search .

Markets

22 ... 140K DISCOURAGE: The Daily Shot% HeavyBaseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline
% Search Baseline

20
120K

17

100K
22.... 140K

15 % % Heavy Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baselinesection Markets

subsection : Credit Markets

article_type: Credit Markets
% Search Baseline

20 %

% Heavy: 54.37 %

% Search: 19.07 %

Record Count: 497 Median
Pageviews

17

100K

15%

7.5 section: Markets
subsection: DailyShot
article_type: DailyShot12.

5 Search
Median PVs Baseline Median

Pageviews
20K %

% Heavy : 56.38 %

% Search : 5.31 %
Record Count: 3332.5

7.5 %

0
20% 30 %

40K
40 % 60 % 70 % 0.550

% Heavy

1.250.75

Relative Engaged Time 5 %

Median PVs Baseline

20K
2.5

0
20% 3096 40 % 50% 60 % 85 0.5 1.25
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0.75
RelativeEngagedTime

Stories in the Credit Markets subsection and article type draw mostly heavy users ,

underperform on search and pageviews but have longer engaged times than expected .

Like other subsections and article types , Credit Markets includes a variety of stories that
cover government bonds - both domestic and international , Federal Reserve operations ,

and corporate bonds . The team adjusted their approach to this area about a year ago ,
shifting from daily Treasury -only stories to those that cover notable developments in the

debt market . By comparing data from the first half of 2019 to data from the rest of the

set , you can see the progress this shift has had , decreasing reliance on heavy subscribers
by over 9 percentage points , increasing search traffic by over 9 percentage points and

median pageviews by more than 3,000 , and remaining above the baseline for relative
engaged time . We need to build on and accelerate the impact of this shift, by pursuing the

The Daily Shot is a subscriber -only weekday email by Lev Borodovsky that includes up to

and sometimes more than 100 charts from a variety of sources , in a variety of designs

and styles . And it's at a juncture : Lev Borodovsky's contract ends at the end of July .

In addition to the email , The Daily Shot is published to the website as if it's an article . It

draws mostly heavy users and greatly underperforms on search ,which drives only 5.31 %

of its traffic . While it does better than expected on relative engaged time at 1.03 , that

could be a result of the written analysis for each chart being brief , leading to a small word
count , well as the comp of me of the included charts . Its median ews
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are less than 3,000, significantly below the baseline of 22,058 and likely the result of
subscribers using the “View in web browser” link, which is the top click of the email .

Given this data , we should let The Daily Shot articles end with Borodovsky's contract
and consider redeploying any resources that they took to other products and stories
that will attract our light subscribers and nonsubscribers . For the newsletter, which has

a list size of more than 110,000, teams from Finance , Strategy, R&D/ Editorial Tools, and

New Formats should continue to collaborate on the possibility of a new newsletter and
consider automated options that leverage charts the Journal publishes each day.

Shot above, the majority of the articles included in this set are emails published to the
website as articles - more than 300 are WSJWealth Adviser Briefings .They also include a

small number each of the newsletter Energy Journal,the newsletter Brexit & Beyond, and
The Score, a roundup of stocks that defined the week . From these numbers , this is not a

winning strategy and definitely not one to be promoted on the Markets landing page as the

WSJ Wealth Adviser Briefings currently are . This set of articles should be discontinued .

Corporate

DISCOURAGE: MoneyBeat
Corp has seen its median pageviews increase by % in the postcorona period to 36,678 .

That is the highest median pageviews among allthe sections .
Headline

Relati
PVs Baseline

In our data spanning January 2019 through May 2020 Corp produced 7,228 articles ,

fourth most among our sections . As the strategy mapper shows , there aren't many20K
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Articles tagged with the
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and MoneyBeat article
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than -median heavy
users at 48.74 and

underperform on search
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median pageviews at
563. Only 35 of the 372
had more than 1,000

pageviews . Relative
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at 0.58 . Like The Daily
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glaring weaknesses (big bubbles in the bottom right of the left chart) but rather several

areas are steady and many are ripe for improvement.

search , slightly above our baseline . Median pageviews are about 30,000 , which is a third

higher than our baseline . Engaged time, at 0.93, could be improved .

The analysis below isn't intended to be an exhaustive review but rather a sampling of

coverage areas and recommendations for Corp.

Overall , this is a success and suggests that the core business / corporate story resonates

with our audience .

SUCCESS : Business IMPROVE : Tech Coverage

Tech Tech
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The all-encompassing Business story which counts business as section, subsection

and article type- represents 2,721 stories in the Corp sample, or about 38% of the

overall total . Many stories published in Corporate are tagged as Business, ranging from

agriculture to retail to consumer products and more.

Tech represents one of the biggest samples within Corp , with 859 articles published .

The good news is a median tech story has 32,000 pageviews , about 45% higher than our

baseline . That said , Tech lags on search , with most of the Tech buckets underperforming

relative to our search baseline (see the lefthand chart above ) .

Business stories fall in the upper left quadrant in both charts . That's good news as

the data show they don't overly index to heavy users and get about 24% of traffic from

Out of the top 20 tech stories by pageviews , only three generated at least one-third of

their traffic from search . This suggests that while these are high-performing stories ,

they are leaving traffic on the table and could have done exponentially better had their
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headlines and coverage been fully optimized .

Recommendation: Search represents an area of growth for tech coverage.

The five Business & Tech columns included in this analysis :

1. John D. Stoll , On Business

2. Julie Jargon , Family & Tech
3. Joanna Stern , Personal Tech

4. Joanna Stern , Gear

5. Christopher Mims , Keywords

IMPROVE: COLUMNS

Tech Tech

22. 140K
% Heaw Baseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

Search Baseline

20 %
section : Tech
subsection: Tech

article_type: Keywords
120K

% Heavy : 39.57 %
% Search : 11.90 %

Record Count : 39

100K

15%

All five columns outperform on median pageviews and all but Julie Jargon outperform

on relative engaged time , but there is more room for improvement on search . And

in particular, On Business , Gear and Family & Tech skew heavily toward heavy users ,

suggesting we should do more to broaden the appeal of those columns.Median
Pageviews

10

7.5 %

40K

5 %
MedianPVs Baseline

20K
2.5%

The scatterplot above of all five columns shows how the vast majority skew in favor of

heavy users with little search traffic . And while pageviews are strong, these columns

could be doing even better if they were optimized- similar to the tech coverage
recommendation earlier.

20 % 30 % 40 % 50 % 60 70 % 0.5 1.25 1.5

Heavy
0.75 1

RelativeEngagedTime

Hey Recommendation : Breaking these five columns down by article detailshows there's still a

lot of work to be done to better optimize these columns for search . This raises a question :

Why wouldn't columnists answer the most searched -for question on their coverage area
every week and make that a search-optimized feature that draws people in to a page

with their other columns ? There are ways to find niche search terms that are parallel to

columnists ' areas of focus . It's worth consulting with Ed Hyatt and Eleanore Park on how
to optimize for search depending on topics considered for columns each week .

40 15
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IMPROVE : Media & Marketing DISCOURAGE: Earnings
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Media & Marketing is another significant contributor to Corp with 347 articles . It isn't in
the danger zone but it's not a highflier. Its 22,637 median pageviews are roughly right at

the overall median. And while Media & Marketing slightly underperforms on engaged time

at 0.87 , it slightly outperforms on SEO with 22% of traffic coming from search . It doesn't

overly index with heavy users .

We've written earnings stories across Corp in our sample . Unfortunately, earnings
coverage underperforms on pageviews and engaged time, and overindexes to heavy

users . On a positive note, earnings tend to do fairly decently on search , which is an outlier

relative to most Corp stories . But coming off a low base of pageviews , that appears to be

an anomaly rather than a leading indicator. Plus, this small bump in search traffic hasn't

been enough to lift the other major indicators we follow , suggesting that earnings stories
are ripe for rethinking .Recommendation: We publish a lot of stories under this category . This section could use

a bigger lift from search to help it further diversify its user base and increase pageviews,

but it also might be worth looking at a less is more strategy . Would publishing fewer
stories out of this section result in better metrics across the board?
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DISCOURAGE : Journal Reports

In Corp, the management team is a regular contributor to our Journal Reports

coverage . But management stories that are published in Journal Reports underperform

management stories that are published through

More details on earnings :

The average pageviews for an earnings story is nearly 21,000, with the median at
about 14,000.

Ten out of the 666 stories had more than 100,000 pageviews apiece . The
companies in those top 10 were somewhat predictable traffic drivers, including

Apple, Google , Amazon , AT & T, Tesla and Disney.

51% of earnings pageviews come from heavy users, outperforming the average

by eight percentage points. And 70% of pageviews come from subscribers ,

outperforming the average by 12 percentage points.

Stories with the same subsection Management & Careers but published through

Journal Reports have median pageviews of 19,936. By comparison, stories tagged with

the subsection of Management & Careers and published through Corp have median

pageviews of 47,130 .

Recommendation

How could such similar stories have such a wide variance in performance? One answer

might be that stories published out of Journal Reports aren't fully optimized for search,

aren't publishing at times designed for digital readers and aren't properly promoted.Produce fewer earnings stories and focus only on the brands that we know our
audience cares about.

Consider different ways of covering earnings . Here are four examples :
More thematic earnings stories that cut across different industries and sectors
rather than individual companies .

An S&P 500 earnings dashboard where readers can get a visual look at how

America's biggest companies fare each quarter.
Automate earnings stories development but still in a very preliminary stage)

Consider picking up coverage from sister publications MarketWatch and

Barron's, which would free up reporters to focus on more enterprising pieces .
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Journal Reports: Management & Careers Corp : Management & Careers
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Recommendations: A new digital strategy around publishing times, SEO optimization
and social language should be implemented for Journal Reports, which would help

the management team as well as other coverage areas that regularly feed into Journal

Reports. .

Care.com Puts Onus on Families to Check Caregivers Backgrounds With

Sometimes Tragic Outcomes

Huawei's Yearslong Rise Is Littered With Accusations of Theft and Dubious Ethics
Shooting , Sex Crime and Theft: Airbnb Takes Halting Steps to Police Its Platform

Return of the Razr- With a Foldable Screen and $1,500 Price

Amazon Changed Search Algorithm in Ways That Boost Its Own Products

U.S. Tried to Stop China Acquiring World -Class Chips . China Got Them Anyway .

.

Investigations

SUCCESSES: Tech and Business Investigations

Top 10 Business Investigations
Our Tech and Business focused investigations are massive hits, attracting 234,986 and

107,676 median pageviews respectively.
.

.

The top Tech stories were heavily focused on Amazon . The top overallstory for

Investigations in the time period we examined was an August 2019 story aboutunsafe

products sold on Amazon. Seven of the top 17 stories were about Amazon. There's some

overlap in Amazon stories when it comes to Business, with two of the top five stories

there also focused on Jeff Bezos or Amazon .

How the National Enquirer Got Bezos : It Paid $200,000 to His Lover's Brother

Carlos Ghosn Sneaked Out of Japan in Box Used for Audio Gear

The Four-Second Catastrophe : How Boeing Doomed the 737 MAX

Bezos , Other Corporate Executives Sold Shares Just in Time

Black Cube: The Bumbling Spies of the Mossad
Cruise Ships Set Sail Knowing the Deadly Risk to Passengers and Crew

GE Is New Target of Madoff Whistleblower

Plotters Exploited Airport Security Hole in Ghosn's Escape
M Under Attack From White House, Pushes Back

PG& E: Wired to Fail

.

Top 10 Tech Investigations

Amazon Has Ceded Control of Its Site . The Result : Thousands of Banned , Unsafe or

Mislabeled Products

How Google Interferes With Its Search Algorithms and Changes Your Results

You Might Be Buying Trash on Amazon Literally

Jeff Bezos's Journey From Private Family Man to Tabloid Sensation
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DISCOURAGE Markets and Politics Investigations section

Life

Tech

Business
US

subsection

Sports
Tech

Business
US

New York
Health Care

Politics
Markets

Markets

We see a significant drop -off when investigations are focused on Markets and Politics ,

with a median pageview return of 48,758 and 44,118, respectively . Those numbers

would be respectable for stories in other coverage areas, but investigations work requires
significant time and resource investment , setting the bar higher. The median pageviews
for our investigative work is 71,206, so Markets and Politics are well below expectations .

Only eight of 26 politics investigations broke that threshold . Markets did only slightly

better, with 13 out of 37 stories breaking the 71,206 barrier .Additionally, most Markets
investigations are above the median for percentage of heavy users and are very

underperforming on search.

article_type % Heavy % Search Record Count
NBA 20.84 % 75.77 % 4

Technology 29.86% 14.68% 22

Business 34.02 % 21.39% 35

U.S. News 34.37 % 16.94% 112

New York 40.91% 52.63%
8

Health 42.10 % 15.38 % 4

Politics and Polic 43.24 % 16.05% 21

Finance 47.32 % 11.59% 5

Markets Main 47.76% 12.40 %

Business

Politics

Markets

Markets 30

HEAD SEARCH PVs

1 Young Doctors Struggle to Treat Coronavirus Patients : We Are Horrified and Scared 7.50% 299780

2 . You Might Be Buying Trash on Amazon - Literally 10.24% 747172

IMPROVE : Better Search For All Investigations
3 Which College Graduates Make the Most? 23.84% 791482

4 When Wall Street Flips Municipal Bonds , Towns and Schools Pay the Price 6.58% 84080

5

While a majority of our investigative work draws significant pageviews , only about a

quarter of them are overperforming when it comes to search . We need to be optimizing

that investment so that it reaches an audience through search .

31.08 % 205966

6 .

What the Nurses See: Bronx Hospital Reels as Coronavirus Swamps New York

Wealth of Jeffrey Epstein's Brother Is Also a Mystery

We Weren't Protected': Low -Quality Masks Infiltrate U.S. Coronavirus Supply

37.53% 366077

7 16.32% 139284

8 Washington's Biggest Lobbyist, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce , Gets Shut Out 5.70% 93056

9 . Vaccine Expert Alleges Top U.S. Health Officials Resisted Coronavirus Warnings 20.73% 45416

10. Utilities Targeted in Cyberattacks Identified 10.57% 73220
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Enterprise IMPROVE: The A hed

IMPROVE: Better Search for All Leders

Leders have the benefit of being our most attended-to content types . They get prime
home-page placement and multiple posts on our main social accounts , and they draw

some of the highest pageviews across allour articles . However, we're not consistently

putting them in a position to get the best placement on search . The search baseline is
21.7%, and you can see in the chart below that only China News exceeds the baseline,
with 29.43% . Africa does as well but by a mere .01 point.

A-heds are well below the baseline for search and overindexing with heavy users . Look

at the chart below and you can see that our A-heds are the worst performing for median
pageviews across all Enterprise areas. They also have the lowest relative engaged time .
This is tough to say, as the A-hed is one of the most beloved franchises of WSJ , but we

need to seriously reconsider our approach if it continues to underperform on the left side

of our Coverage Strategy Mapper. It does better on engaged time, but we are concerned

about its reach among non-heavy readers .

section

section % Search RecordCount US

MarketsTech

Asia

Education

US

Africa

Tech

World

US

US

World

World

Business
World
Markets

World
Markets

Economy
Markets

Page One
Politics

Politics

World

article_type % Heavy

Technology 30.38 %

China News 31.84%

Education 32.87 %

U.S. News 33.81%

Africa News 34.75 %

Latin America 36.72 %

Business 37.67 %

World News 37.71%

Markets Main 38.65 %

Asia News 39.09%

Commodities 39.98 %

Economy 40.67 %

Oil Markets 42.25%

A -hed 45.47 %
Politics and Polic 47.36 %

Election 2020 48.73 %

Europe News 52.01 %

Latin America

Business
World

Markets
Asia

Commodities

Economy
Commodities

Page One
Politics

Politics

Europe

11.76 %

%

8.24 %

10.30 %
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13.05 %
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12.00 %
6.68 %

4.38 %

17.19 %

11.67 %
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%
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51 Needs work on search

20Biggest winner: low heavy and strong search
6 Needs a lot of work on search

115 Needs work on search

5 Slightly misses the mark on search, but this has strong potential

9
118

89 Just below baseline on search
34
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Tech
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World
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Education

Markets
Tech
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article_type Relative Engaged Time Median Pageviews Record Count
Education 1.546834612 201671 6
Markets Main 1.277366966 190789 34

Technology 1.200061627 158981 51

U.S. News 1.378144047 149890 115

Business 1.306350002 144818 118

Economy 1.262325798 134724 13

World New 1.363190064 131250 89

Politicsand Polic 1.288057824 130627 12

China News 1.428273089 123978 20

Latin America Ne 1.479105978 119884 9 below me medianbaselinefor PV

Election 2020 1.439051409 119744 9

Asia News 1.283688234 105176 4

Oil Markets 1.178818091 97986 4

Europe News 1.277214769 81445 9

Commodities 1.277376605 73689 4

Africa News 1.358650966 67047 5

A hed 1.084039788 423

4

13

4

423 Anythinghere or below is below baseline for heavy

12

9

Page One

IMPROVE THIS: Politics and Europe News Leders

BROADER INSIGHTS: All Leders Should Go Through Visual Labs
Politics and Europe News are the most overindexed with heavy users among Enterprise

stories and are far below our search baseline . These do have good engaged time , but

the bar for engaged time and other metrics might be higher for these resource - intensive

stories , and we suggest we examine this area further.

We should make it a rule that every leder needs to have a visual lab before it is filed .

Either with Hanna Sender or with the coverage area .
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Life & Arts and Weekend lifestyle coverage brings in new readers more than other areas . That may have been true

years ago but it's not true at this point Corporate , for instance , seems to do better with

wider audiences . (As do several other areas of news .)

This is the part of our coverage that, overall, performs in some ways the worst in our

Coverage Strategy Mapper.

ArtsMarkets Business Magazine

and Style Estate Politics

% Heavy Baseline

Arts Estate

Business

Life

Markets
Magazine Tech

One Politics

RelativeEngaged TimeBaseline

In addition , there are two examples here that demonstrate the importance of strategic

decision making within a standard framework that lets us compare opportunities and
look at our trade-offs centrally . One pitfall in strategic thinking that can occur in large

companies is having lots of different strategies . It's possible to make the case for

just about anything if there's not a standard grid and overall strategy to compare it to ,
because there are lots of data points to choose from .

45% 140K

40 %

120K

35%

100K

30 %

80K
25 %

% Search Baseline

Median
Pageviews

* 20 %

15%

10 %
Median PVs Baseline

5 %

So, in this case, our News Insights team provided true and valid data points earlier this

year that showed positive aspects of our Sports coverage and, separately, our Life &

Arts coverage. But they weren't asked to evaluate if those were the best bets we could

possibly make- they were just asked to provide the data about what worked well in those

areas and there are some things that do work well in each one). We strongly encourage
that the newsroom work with the News Insights team as strategic partners and not

mainly as a team that pulls some data to make someone's desired point stronger. The
News Insights team has some of the very smartest people in our organization , and DXS
will increasingly advocate that we provide insights within standard frameworks

0 %
20 % 30 % 50 % 60 % 70 0.5 0.75 1.25

You'll notice that in the table on the left, where we hope to see lots of bubbles in the

upper left quadrant , there are very few. What this means is that , overall , our Life & Arts

and Weekend coverage overindexes with heavy-reading subscribers and does not do well
on search

Nonetheless , there are some helpful learnings from those earlier analyses that we will

discuss lower down when we discuss Sports and Life & Arts .

This is at odds with the impression that some people in the newsroom have that our
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There are many topics within Life & Arts and Weekend . Below , we are going to break

down the coverage for a more granular look at what's going on. There are many areas

that are worth the effort to improve.

Off Duty

World

Here's how we will organize this . First, we will show you the scatterplot for every section

we have in this area and provide a few observations on each - not because these

identities necessarily mean anything to a digital audience but simply because we are

organized this way and editors in each of these teams may want to know how they are

doing:

Off Duty

Review

Exchange

Mansion

WSJ. Magazine

Life & Arts

There's no Off Duty content in the top left quadrant of our scatterplot on the left (our

diversified audience graph ). This means that zero Off Duty content is succeeding above

our baselines in search and also none is above our non-heavy reader baseline for

reaching broader audiences .
Then we will delve into some topics that are not isolated to one of our organizational

departments or print sections, including :

Sports

Health and Wellness

This is a serious problem ,and we should have a serious think about this section . That's

especially so because in our engaged -time graphic on the right , we also see that very little

Off Duty content in the top right quadrant , which is the good zone . Specifically, Off Duty's

content is not doing above baseline for engaged time . This is atypical - generally, in the
rest of this review when we have seen content that is mainly read by heavy readers, we
find that at least some of it gets good engaged time among those members . Not so here.

Fashion
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There really are not any Success categories in Off Duty, but we will discuss the two that

are outliers in single dimensions .
IMPROVE: On Trend by Jacob Gallagher

Life

22 . 140K

Relative Engaged Time BaselineIn terms of engaged time, that one blue dot you see up in Off Duty that is out to the right

beyond the baseline is Rumble Seat
Baseline

20 %

120K

17

100K

15 %

12

Section
Styleand Fashion

article_type: On TrendSearch Median
Pageviews

IMPROVE: Rumble Seat : %
96 Search : 17.24 %

RecordCount: 67
7.5 %

40K

5

MedianPVs Baseline

. 20K

2.5 %

0
20 % 30 % 40 % 60 % 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.25 1.550 %

Heavy

0.75

RelativeEngaged Time

100K

12

10

Jacob Gallagher's fashion column is also not in the Success quadrant on either table .

But it is the only Off Duty feature that comes in on our preferred side of the heavy-reader

chart . So his column is the only Off Duty feature that is bringing us closer to a mix of

readers . His column needs to be improved by a focus on search and on other referrers
of different audiences like social . We should also look to improve his engaged time with

different ways of storytelling . His column has potential to bring in a younger demographic
of readers .

This recurring feature about cars performs well above the baseline for both relative

engaged time and median pageviews . But it gets the majority of those pageviews from

heavy readers and does not do well in search .

Recommendation : Boost SEO, experiment with internet culture -related fashion coverage

to reach a younger and more diverse audience . Try out different story forms .

Recommendation: If this is worth keeping, and it may be, we should focus on bringing up

the search numbers to see if it can reach a wider audience .
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IMPROVE: Recipes Please note: We need to do a deeper dive into the food area before reaching more

conclusions - the bubble we have highlighted doesn't include all Off Duty food columns .

For instance, the Slow Food Fast column is a different bubble that performs much worse .Life Estate

60 %
% Heavy Baseline

50 %

40 % Review
Search

section Life
: Food& Drink

article_type: Food& Drink
30 %

% Search Baseline
% Heavy :

%
Record Count 11920 %

14K

20 % 30% 40 % 50 60 % 70%

Other than Jacob Gallagher's column, the next-best Off Duty area in terms of reaching

broader audiences is Food & Drink. That said, this area is in the bad quadrant- it

overindexes with heavy readers and doesn't do well on search .

1.25

We highlight it because it's near the heavy baseline and because within this area are

recipes, which can be search -optimized and provide long-lasting utility. Recipes also tend

to encourage people to take multiple actions per visit , which is positive for engagement
We think there is potential to move this area to the Success zone, but it will require

complete and total focus on thinking digitally with this content , including with the way
it's structured and organized . There also likely needs to be a focus on a broader array of
recipes .

Like Off Duty, Review has absolutely nothing in the upper left quadrant of our audience

scatter plot the graphic on the left side) . This means it is not doing wellwith any of its

content in search and it also overindexes with heavy readers .

Review does, however, have some features that have good engaged time, indicating

people are interested in what's there when they find it .
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IMPROVE: The Saturday Essay DISCOURAGE : Moving Targets

Life Life
Life Life

140K
22 140K % HeavyBaseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

% Baseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline
SearchBaseline Search Baseline

20 120K
120K

17...

Section:
Ideas

article_type: TheSaturdayEssay

% Heavy: 42.94
Search: 9.98 %

RecordCount: 71

100K

Life

subsection Ideas
article_type: Moving Targets

15

15 % Heavy 59.98 %

Search 23.09
Record Count: 3512...

Search
Median

Pageviews
%
Search

Median
Pageviews

%

7.5

5 %
5

Median PVs Baseline
Median PVsBaseline

2.59

096
20 % 30 % 40% 50 %

09
60 % 70 % 0.5 1.25 20 % 30% 40 50 % 60 % 70 % 8.25 0.5 1.250.75

RelativeEngagedTime
0.75

Relative EngagedTime

The Review is a section led by The Saturday Essay, accompanied by another long,

thoughtful Essay. The rest of the section is supplemented by shorter columns .

Moving Targets is a column by satirist and critic Joe Queenan . This column has low

median pageviews at around 17,000. It overindexes with our heavy users at 60% , and it

sits right above the search baseline.
The Saturday Essay does very well in our graphic on the right , with median pageviews at

86,500 and a relative engaged time of 1.36, both metrics well above the baseline . Recommendation : This column should be cut from our digital offerings . It's hard to

imagine that a younger, more diverse audience will find this column engaging .
Recommendation : The Saturday Essay should focus on topics that resonate with a

broader audience so that it will move in our left-side graphic toward a broader mix of

readers and also improve in search .
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Discourage: Icons

Exchange
Life Arts Life

25 % 140K
% HeavyBaseline Relative Engaged TimeBaseline

World TechNews

Real Estate

Business

US

Life Markets

Management

% Heavy Baseline

Life
Markets

World
% Search Baseline

News

Management
Real Estate

Relative Engaged Time Baseline
40 % 140K

20 %
35 %

120K

100K

subsection: Ideas
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9 :
Search 10.83 %
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30 %
100K
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Relative Engaged Time% Heavy

Icons is a recurring feature about artists. This overindexes with our heavy users, is very
low in search traffic and when people do click on it, they do not engage with it .

There is nothing in the upper left quadrant of the scatter plot on the left, other than

Weekend Investor, which represents just one article in our sample. However, see the

graph on the right, where most of the content from Exchange does well in both median
pageviews and relative engaged time .

Recommendation: SEO for these headlines is way off the mark . The topics covered in

this recurring feature are interesting, but most of the items are very short- perhaps to

make room for essays in print- and therefore do not get to the heart of what is interesting
about these artists .

Exchange could have even bigger hits if it focused on broader audience reach, and should

do that across all content .

There are no outright successes in Exchange, but here are some areas to improve.
There are many other features we can go over with Review Confidential, for

instance , is more promising than Icons .

But the entire section needs help and should focus heavily on digital and broader

audience focus .
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IMPROVE: Business IMPROVE : Starting Out

Business Business Life Life

22. 140K
Relative Engaged TimeBaseline 22....

% Heavy Baseline
140K

Relative Engaged TimeBaseline
SearchBaseline

: Business

article_type: Business
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% Search : 14.62 %
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General Business coverage in Exchange does well in median pageviews from search

and does not overindex with heavy readers . When it comes to word count , the majority

of the Business articles coming out of Exchange fall in the 1,200 words -plus category .
They are thoughtful breakdowns of business -related news approached from a Help Me

Understand angle .

Starting Out has very high median pageviews and does well in relative engaged time .

The article looks at what your quality of life is like in various cities with a $50,000 annual

salary . Even though it recently relaunched with this focus and therefore the sample size is

small (six articles), it performed well . It hasn't been published since January, and perhaps

could be re-imagined to relate to this age group in a time of high unemployment .

Recommendation : We can work to improve on search for the bulk of the content that's

coming out of Exchange .

Recommendation : Search is not good with these articles , coming at a low 3.59 % .

However, if we can work on SEO for this series , there's a chance that this could be a

breakout star for this section .
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IMPROVE: The Captain Class DISCOURAGE: How Did You Get that Job?

Management
Business Markets

Management Management News

Tech Management
Real Estate

Relative Engaged TimeBaseline
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Search Baseline 20
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100K 15 %
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There are a few areas to consider ending in Exchange , but here is an example of one that

just isn't performing well on any metric .The Captain Class has the highest relative engaged time for Exchange .

Recommendation: It's in the bad zone for reader diversity and search and we need to see

whether that can be improved .
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Mansion IMPROVE: Jumbo Jungle

Politics Markets LifeArts BusinessEstate Life Estate
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Real Estate Real Estate
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There's nothing from Mansion in the top left quadrant of our scatter plot that looks at

percent of pageviews from heavy users and search .
Jumbo Jungle, where Mansion offers advice and information about mortgage rates,

when to buy a home, and other financial advice for potential home buyers or home

owners , is the only content that's above the baseline in search .Once again , this is a section with major work to do. It does have some features that do

wellon the right side of the mapper and those are the ones we should focus on saving . Recommendations : We should do more of these guides that target people of different

age groups who are at different points in their lives with advice on when to rent and when

to buy, how to save money to buy, what the process of buying a place is like, and what
people should watch out for.
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DISCOURAGE : House of the Day
WSJ. Magazine

Estate Estate
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Scatterplotfor all WSJ. Magazinecontent

House of the Day: This captioned slideshow trends very heavily with our heavy users ,

with median pageviews of less than 10,000 .
General Recommendations for WSJ. Magazine

Recommendation : We should cut back the volume of these articles . Also , it's possible

that in the current climate , when unemployment is very high , this feature could seem

tone deaf, and for the audiences we want to reach , it could reaffirm their preconceived

notion that only wealthy people read WSJ .

WSJ . Magazine needs to take the next steps in its digital strategy. With the exception

of My Monday Morning , all other content falls way below the baseline for search . It's
clear that the pieces that make an amazing print product do not always translate well

to digital . Some of the pieces do not work on digital at all and lose context when not

packaged with other articles in print Two examples that stick out are Letter from the

Editor and What's News. There's a good opportunity to reach a younger and more diverse

audience here but we need serious work on SEO as well as a strong focus on why
engaged time is low more focus on storytelling and story format .
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IMPROVE : My Monday Morning Life & Arts

Magazine Magazine
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Scatterplot for all of L & A
The only article type that falls in the ideal quadrant in our graphic on the left is My

Monday Morning . It does well in search and it does not overindex with our heavy users .

This is not surprising because every headline has a celebrity's name in it . However, this

still is basically right on the baselines for median pageviews and relative engaged time .

General observations about L & A content

Almost all the content coming out of L&A needs a better SEO strategy . More than half

of the content skew towards heavy users , while others are close to the baseline . We will

dive deeper into some of the outliers and opportunities here .
Recommendation : The relative engaged time could be improved , as could the

pageviews perhaps through even more focus on search and social .

First, the two small dots that you see in the “ success” quadrant in the left-hand

graph. Those are somewhat flukes. One is a small set of science content in L & A that

is dominated by the performance of Audience Voice team reaction pieces to Amy
Harmon's DNA series . The other is a small set of travel content that is dominated by the

performance of a coronavirus travel Q&A.
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Headline

80

% Heavy Baseline

60 %

50

30 %

We do think Travel beyond “ The Middle Seat an additional examination as

an opportunity . Travel coverage has been put on pause . When we used to do it, it was

generally overindexing with heavy users , but we see from our coronavirus Q &A that there

may be a general audience opportunity . That Q &A was done very differently from our

normal Travel coverage . It was much more service -oriented and not luxury -focused .

To be exact and as you can see in the graph at left,

52 articles received less than 18% of their traffic from

search . These are the columns recorded got 30% and

above search traffic:

Baseline

10 %

0
20 % 8040 %

IMPROVE: The Middle Seat Hed PubDate % Search % Search PVs Rel. Time

Mar 18, 2020 70.47% 70.47% 182,504 1.277943814Still Traveling in theMiddle of
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Life
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article_type: The Middle Seat Feb 4 , 2020 52.04% 52.04 % 242,369 1.106056634
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17 ...
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% Search: 13.23%
RecordCount: 64

100K Jan 16, 2019 50.89 % 50.89% 88,151
15

12 ...

What to Know About Airport Security
Duringthe Government Shutdown

The Airlines MakingRefundsMore
DifficultMedian

Pageviews
Apr 1, 2020 49.71 % 49.71% 107,858 0.962353268

7.5%

Mar 11, 2020 42.66% 42.66 % 107,264 0.9564492603Airline Fees Rankle Travelers as

Coronavirus Cancels Trips5 %
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20K

2.5% Mar 25, 2020 39.42% 39.42% 91,785 0.7675210113There Are Plenty ofCoronavirus
Flight Deals Out There Think
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Mar 20, 2019 36.89% 36.89% 290,085 1.397517504In the past year and a half, we have published 64 Middle Seat columns under Life & Arts .

While they generated strong median page views of 127,403 and a higher -than -baseline

relative engaged time (1.07), the volume of traffic coming from search remains way too

low for a business column series that offers help and advice to audiences .

Jan 8 , 2020 36.88% 36.88 % 77,473 0.8737931514

Inside U.S.Airlines' Decisions to Keep
Flying the 737 MAX

They're Putting a Roller Coasteron a
Cruise Ship

The Frustrated Travelers Battling for
Refunds

Testing the Fix for the Troubled 737
MAX

Apr 8, 2020 36.76 % 36.76% 61,375 0.9328332291

Jun 5, 2019 31.20 % 31.20% 153,211 1.464193929

TheBestand WorstU.S.Airlines of Jan 16, 2019 23.04% 23.04% 299,251

When the Plane Seat Doesn't Fit Nov 20, 2019 22.62 % 22.62% 200,399 1.419937571
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Headline

80 %

Our recommendation is to work with the SEO and strategy team to build a seasonal
editorial calendar to time the release of each column based on audience interests and
needs . We would also want to take advantage of the evergreen nature of some of these
columns to recirculate them across platforms when online audiences look for travel
related tips . Additionally, because this column has such a specific focus, we can track
which topics within travel are consistently low performers and focus less on them .
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Wellness coverage, which includes a few article types from various areas, is a mixed

bag. Sumathi Reddy's Your Health column does not overindex with heavy users, but it
does need help with search . Engagement time is right at the baseline and it has twice the

median pageviews of the baseline at around 44,000.

Looking at the breakdown of specific articles , it's clear that although there are enough

that do wellwith a diverse readership to make the overall column not overindex with

heavy users , the column could still benefit from a better SEO strategy .
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Health & Wellness , which includes a wide variety of story topics from mental health to

disease to coronavirus , doesn't overindex on heavy users , but search is very low at 8.31 %

and engaged time is right at the baseline . Median pageviews are 57,500 , which is well
above the baseline .

What's Your Workout a fitness column , has very poor search at 13%, and overindexes

with heavy users but just barely . Relative engaged time is above the baseline and

pageviews are above the median at 42,000 .

Overall recommendation for health articles : Because health and wellness is a theme

that Life & Arts willbe focusing on in the content plan for their print rebrand to Personal

Journal , the content and headlines for both columns - Your Health and What's Your

Workout - should be re-envisioned for search to make these more successful .
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IMPROVE: Entertainment Coverage
Sports

NOTE: Currently, there are no sports events happening . Sports writers have been
dispatched to different areas of WSJ.
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Top Notes: What we write about and how it performs:

Television and Film are underperforming in all quadrants . While Music sits much closer

to the baseline for all metrics other than median pageviews , in which it performs two
times higher than the baseline. Because Entertainment is a theme that L&A will be

focusing on in their print rebrand to Personal Journal , we are making sure to identify the

areas of opportunity . Yael Kohen, the entertainment editor, recently started working with

Chao Li, the strategy editor for L&A to focus on improving SEO, digital-first packaging
of stories , and making data-driven decisions . Together ,we have seen this focus pay off

some articles already

.

First, this is what our Sports coverage looks like, as tagged on our website :

NBA (121 articles) Tennis (45 articles )
NFL (173 articles ) Golf (38 articles)
MLB (164 articles ) NHL (20 articles)

Soccer (115 articles) Jason Gay's columns (162 articles)

College basketball (52 articles) Olympics ( articles)

College football (51 articles) World Cup (22 articles )
Recommendation: Continue to work on SEO and to target our non-heavy user audience .
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We then have an unclassified sports bucket (163 articles) where we publish stories about

horse races, cycling championships, sports sponsorships, key athletes and even chess.

Most of this content overindexes with heavy users,performs poorly on search, and

needs to be rethought to reach light readers and attract nonsubscribers.While our NBA

coverage has an opportunity to grow and reach wider audiences (more on this below),

our general sports coverage of tennis, soccer, golf and even the MLB and NFL isn’t

delivering the audience numbers we need to support our growth and loyalty targets. We

also found that this is true for our coverage of global sports events such as the Olympics

and the World Cup.

An important note: InJanuary 2020, the newsroom data team looked into our sports

coverage with three key takeaways.

• Per article, sports does above average innonsubscriber views and conversions

when compared with other coverage areas.

• Comparing users who read sports and those who do not,sports readers have

reduced churn rates especially for our lightest readers.

• Sports over-indexes on young audiences compared to the average coverage area.

These points are true and can be used to present an argument that we should do more

overall sports coverage.

Chapter 7: What We Cover

But when you look at the takeaways in our broader framework, there are additional points

to consider and it’s a more nuanced picture overall. One important point: When we look

at “success” in all our possible opportunities given that we can’t pursue tons of things at

once, we should have a higher bar than “above average,” which is what the main metrics

for sports were.

Before we go into detail about what we found on sports in our broader framework, we’ll

note that the No.2 finding from the January analysis is helpful to keep inmind.There

are some types of coverage that can help us retain readers better than others, including

retaining light readers. Sports seems to be one. The issue is that there aren’t many light

readers who actually read it.But that’s all the more reason to follow what our Mapper

suggests, which is that this area overindexes with heavy users and needs to be re-

envisioned in a way that will reach light readers and other non-heavy readers.

Now onto some detail:
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Chapter 7 What We Cover

DISCOURAGE: Olympic Operations Coverage World Politics

22
Baseline 140K

Relative EngagedTime Baseline
Search Baseline

20 %
120K

17

100K

15%

Life

subsection : Sports
article_type : Olympics

% Heavy : 58.93 %
: 21.21%

Record Count: 32
80K

12

Our Olympic coverage sits right at the baseline for search and overindexes with our

heavy users. It is the worst performer of all the sports topics, in that it has much lower

than median pageviews and relative engaged time . None of the articles in the sample
reflect Olympic events coverage . All the articles are about rules and regulations or

operations . The one article that did well in terms of pageviews was about the Nike shoes

that made news for giving people an unfair advantage. Those shoes had a lot of SEO

juice when the story was happening.

%
Search Median

Pageviews
10% 60K

7.5%

40K

5 %
Median Baseline

2.5%

0 %
20 % 30 40 % 50 60 % 70% 0.5 1.25 1.5

4
0.75 1

RelativeEngagedTimeRecommendation :We should be highly selective with Olympics coverage between
games to make sure these are stories that will engage audiences . These may include in
depth news reporting of issues that affect athletes and fans or articles that explain not
so-transparent event rules or processes that people seek to understand .
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DISCOURAGE : General Sports Coverage

General Sports Findings

We cover 13 types of sports with a total of 835 articles produced in this date range of

our sample data . For the sheer amount of sports coverage we do, we are mainly only

reaching our heavy readers .

Soccer : FIFA is notoriously expensive to license images from . Our light

readers are not engaging with this content and the average pageviews on
these stories are low for the effort and resources we dedicate to it . There

were 112 articles in our sample . The only exception for soccer coverage is
U.S. Women's soccer controversy . Those stories about inequality did well .

Overall , we should be more strategic about the volume of areas we cover

within sports and find angles that other sports journalism is not covering .

IMPROVE : Jason Gay's column

Recommendation :

It seems like typical sports fans do not come to WSJ for sports coverage . Our
sports -specific competitors such as Bleacher Report and SBnation are where

sports fanatics are going for detailed , insider coverage . Our competitors also have
a huge focus on building a community around these fans .

Across the board, we should stop doing general game recaps, which make up the
bulk of our sports coverage , as those articles tend to be the lowest performers .

In addition to paring back Olympics coverage , we should consider decreasing our
coverage in these areas :

MLB : We do quite a bit of MLB coverage, with 164 articles in the sample , and

we are not getting the return we want to see from a growth and engagement
perspective.

Tennis : We don't do many of these , but the median pageviews are also the

lowest at .

Jason Gay's column overindexes with heavy users at 54%, but relative engaged time and

median pageviews are good , which suggests that if changes were made to optimize

search , it could reach and engage an audience beyond our heaviest users . We can work

with Sports to achieve this.
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Chapter 7: What We Cover

Important Closing Note: Overallin Life & Arts and Weekend , we've shown you many topic areas that are not doing well

in search and suggested we work with them on search . People sometimes talk about search optimization . That sort of

implies that the content is great , and we just need to do some tweaking of the headlines . But :

This is such a broad problem inall of Life & Arts and

Weekend that we think there is something far more

fundamental going on and that to succeed in this

content with a broader digital audience , we will need

more root -cause and base - level thinking .
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Side Note

Cultural Reviews by Opinion :

This is here simply to show where this Opinion produced content falls on the Mapper,
since our audience doesn't distinguish the reviews as being from Opinion per se. (This
wasn't in the above analysis for L&A even though it runs in proximity to it from a user
facing standpoint . )

Arts Arts

40 140K
HeavyBaseline Relative Engaged Time Baseline

35%

30 %
100K

25%

% SearchBaseline

Search 20 % Median
Pageviews

15%

40K

10 %

Median PVs Baseline

5 %

0 %
20 % 30% 40 % 60 70 % 8.2550 % 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
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Exhibit 1 A Focus on Diversity

The WSJ has done many great pieces in recent weeks
related to race, but over the longer past, there has

been a lack of focus on diversity within our coverage.

There is risk that our coverage will continue on that foot , especially when the current news

cycle changes . In our May 12 newsroom survey - before a police officer killed George

Floyd - there was broad consensus that we do not reflect the diversity of the general public .

Do You Believe Our Coverage Reflects the Diversity of the
General Public and Changing Demographic Trends ?

Yes
Of course , newsroom perception isn't primarily what we are focusing on in the content

review. We are focusing on the content itself and how it fared with our audience .

The newsroom strategy teams and other newsroom partners have been ahead of the

curve in looking at diversity in our sourcing in our stories going back 18 months. So first,

we will give a quick review here of what that research has found.

No

72.6 %

Source : Newsroom survey , May 2020
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Exhibit : Focus on Diversity

Photography and Images

A review in spring 2019 found a need for improvement . The review looked at one week of coverage from March 25 to 29.

Here are details of those findings.

Gender Representation in Photos on WSJ.com Racial Representation in Photos on WSJ.com
Mix
3.9 % Non-White

18.8 %

N / A

40.5 %

Male

39.2 %

Mixed

7.8%

Female

12.5%

White

77.3 %

Data from stories publishedon WSJ.com , from March25-29, 2019 Data from stories publishedon WSJ.com, from March 25-29, 2019

Images on WSJ.com : White /Non -White by Section
Images on WSJ.com : Gender Breakdown by Section

Politics
Economy

World

Opinion
Gender

NA
M

Female

Male

Tech

US

Life

Business

Markets
Arts

Page One

Magazine
Real Estate

096 10

Real Estate

Arts

Economy

Page One
Politics

Magazine
Opinion

Markets
US

Business
Life

Tech
World

096 1096 2095 4096 5096 7096 8096 10096

3090 4096 100
% of Total Number of Records

% of Numberof Records

Datafrom publishedonWS.com 25-29 2019
Data from stones on , 2019 139



Exhibit : A Focus on Diversity

Quotations

Percentage of Female Pronouns Used in a Year WSJ

Business Economy Interactives

We have done numerous examinations of male/ female pronouns used by the WSJ . The focus

on gender is not meant to underweight the importance of any other type of diversity simply
the case that he" and " are variables we count in an automated way, while other types of

diversity are not always as straightforward to quantify

0.0 %

Life & Arts Magazine Markets

Here is the most recent analysis from earlier this year , which shows data from the last four years . Opinion Other Page One

0.0

Politics Pro RealEstate

40.0

30.0
20.0 %

100%

Tech US World

In addition to the systematic gender analysis and racial photo analysis , there was an examination

of race among quoted people conducted by the WSJ's trust fellow last year. Charity Scott,the

fellow , examined all 513 articles that ran the week of April 14,2019. She found that overall , 64.3%

of all sources were white , 18.2% were nonwhite and 17.5 were unknown . When you exclude
World stories from the results, 70% of the sources were white , 12.6% nonwhite and 17.3%
unknown

400

20.0 %
10.0%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2016 2017 2018 2019 2016 2017 2018 2019

Percentage of Female Pronouns Used in a Year

%Charity's findings were in line with our photo findings, which found that 69 % of the photos we ran

digitally with people were ones that featured people who were white .
Source Name

20.0 %
The Wall Street Journal Online

Washington Post.com

The New York Times
10.0 %

0.0

2016 2017 2018 2019
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But is the issue here with We Cover ?"

“ How We Cover Things ?

As we've discussed diversity in the past, the focus has mainly been on how to get more

quotes or photos of diverse people into what we are already covering . That's because
most editors at the Journal don't like to be told what to cover or that they should change

what they are covering . And there are certainly improvements that can be made without

changing topics of coverage . We have seen some improvements among reporters who

have prioritized this in their existing beats .

Beyond source counts and photo counts , we wanted to see how subject selection affected
diversity in our stories , so we took a look at all of the leders in the past three months . We

selected leders because of the prominent role they play in the newsroom . It's a mark of
prestige to write a leder, which always runs on the front page in print And leders tend to

get excellent placement and promotion online . (Leders, for instance, are on the home page

99% of the time while content overall is on the home page 75% of the time . )

But making significant headway will mean more of our journalists thinking differently about
what they are covering in the first place . There is currently no mandate that assigning

editors, for example , think at all about whether they are selecting stories that reflect the

diverse population of our country, much less if they'll be stories that will be of interest to

diverse audiences . Within the past three months, members of the strategy team have been
blown off by senior-ranking editors who showed them Works In Progress lists when the

strategy editor mentioned that the list had nothing on it that would particularly appeal to
women or minority groups .
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In contrast , when we quoted experts, we

leaned more heavily on white and male
experts

Last, we took a look at gender in the leders

where there were protagonists, and here is

what we found:

One area where we have been featuring

people of color is among our “ real people "

i.e. , the people we quote who are affected

by policies . In these cases in leders ,
people of color were 54% of the real

people .

We found that of the 108 leders from

March 1 this year through May 31 , only
one had race as the main topic . None had

gender as the main topic , and none had

LGBTQ -specific issues as the main topic
of the story. As far as the protagonist

of a story many of our stories do not

have human protagonists . But when they

did, we found that 13% were people of
color (we are including Black Americans ,
Latinos, Asians and allother people of
color in that figure).

Protagonist Real People Experts Protagonist
2.9%

13 5.7% 9.8%

31.8 %

13% 19.7%

White

POC

White
White

Notsure POC
Female

Male37.1%
POC 54.3 % Not sure

Notsure

LGBTQ

70.5% 68.2%
73.9%

* Proportionof stories with a human protagonist

Source: Leders, March 2020 through May 2020
* Proportion of stories that quote real people

Source: Leders, March 2020 through May 2020

* Proportionof storiesthat quote an expert

Source: Leders, March 2020 throughMay 2020
* Proportion of stories with a human protagonist
Source: Leders, March 2020 through May 2020
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Readers have a lot of news sources to choose from . As with any consumer product , there's an allegiance of some sort that

has to be built for people to pay you money month after month . They have to find value in what you provide , and generally
have a positive feeling about the experience . WSJ researchers have been told by women who read us but don't subscribe

that part of the problem is not seeing themselves in our coverage .

“ I do have the WSJ, but sometimes it does bother me a little, where it'll be all pictures of white men ,

and I realize that's who is in the news, but I do think there's a choice in what you cover or include a

picture of. Sometimes I do find the opinion page a little too - they won't admit that they're overtly

supporting men v. Women ( or vice versa ), but I don't feel as included on the opinion page .

Come on, you just could say this in a different way, instead of acting like you're poo -pooing a feminist

issue. Reading it over the decades - I notice a difference . I do like that they're not about identity politics,

they want to rise above it, but you don't always acknowledge what is happening or why someone might
feel a certain way...

The WSJ will have a special section on a conference, there are almost all men in the pictures, and

then I don't feel as included. I do know there are women out there, they're just not being interviewed or

included. I work in business, and pharma is fairly gender balanced except at the top, so it's frustrating

when your life is balanced, but the news is just so many men in the senior levels of power.”

- Stacey, 35 - 40

Source: Project Artemis
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Exhibit : A Focus on Diversity

We have new audiences interested in The Wall Street Journal - we have a decent number

even “trying us out” ( , subscribing for a short time). And so we have an opportunity to
keep more of them if we keep in mind their interests and perceptions in What We Cover
and How We Cover Things .

Male WSJ

readers

101

104

119

87

Along those lines , here are other top research findings that can inform our approach :

The topic where women prospects overindex the most on their interest compared

with our current subscribers is the Environment , followed up by Career and Consumer
Products

The environment was also the top topic of interest that young readers indicated they would
like to read about in The Wall Street Journal , in a survey done for Noted . And, as you'll see

below , change is interest to Black and Latino readers .

91

104

48

Index of Extremely /Very

Interested in each topic (100 Female WSJ Female WSJ

Average) prospects readers

National current events 96 102

International current events 93 99

Opinions and editorials 84 104

Investigative journalism 90 111

Breaking news 103 104

Politics 94 104

Environment 135 87

Science and medicine 104 105

Financial markets 71 74
Personal finance 99 89

Career 133 65

Retirement 106 89

Corporate news 73

Marketing 99 85

Economic ( jobs, housing) 94 88

Consumer / product 124 81

Personal technology 98 91

Business / industry technology 81

The topics that Pew Research has found overindex in interest for Black and Latino

readers are shown at the table at right .

90

112

78
We recommend an evaluation right away on creating or expanding beats all
of these topics : the environment , career, consumer products , drug addiction , racism ,

affordability of health care , income inequality and violent crime .

42

106

82 100

63

100

70

90

86 104
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Exhibit 1: A Focus on Diversity

The environment was also the top topic of interest that young readers indicated they would

like to read about in The WallStreet Journal , in a survey done for Noted . And , as you'll see

below, Climate change” is interest to Black and Latino readers .

These new beats will help us better understand future audiences . New research published

from Pew Center in June says 60 % of Americans feel the news media does not understand

them . On economic issues, 30 % of Americans say they are not understood . If we want

to acquire these new audiences , we will have to show we understand and report on their

issues as the content review already says . This research might be helpful to support the
point

The topics that Pew Research has found overindex in interest for Black and Latino

readers are

% ofU.S.adults who say is a very big problem in the country today

Black White

Drug addiction (77 % ) Drug addiction (68 % )

Racism (75) Affordability of health care (67)

Violent crime (72) U.S. political system (51)

Gap between rich and poor ( 70) Made-up news / info (51)

Affordability of health care (69) Gap between rich and poor (45)

Climate change (56 ) immigration (43)

U.S. political system (53) Violent crime (42)

Sexism (47 ) Climate change (41)

Terrorism (45) Racism (30)

Made-up news/ info (42) Terrorism (29)

Illegal immigration (24 ) Sexism ( 19)

Hispanic

Drugaddiction (76 % )

Affordability of health care (61)
Racism (59)

Climate change (58
Violent crime (58)

Gap between rich and poor (54)

U.S. political system (49)

Made-up news / info (48)

We note that since part of the point in creating or expanding these areas would be to

appeal to new audiences , good thought and accountability should go into how to pursue

these beats , the storytelling and the community building around them .

We also strongly recommend putting muscle behind efforts to feature more women

and people of color in allof our stories , and we note that doing so must come from the

start of reporting, not the end. Editors at all levels must work with reporters to pursue
this change .

Terrorism( 48)

Sexism ( 39 )

Illegalimmigration(33)

Note: Whites and blacks include only those who are not Hispanic : Hispanics are of any race .
Source : Survey conducted Feb. 19 March 4 2019

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

We recommend an evaluation right away on creating or expanding beats around all

of these topics : the environment , career, consumer products , drug addiction , racism,

affordability of health care , income inequality and violent crime .
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: A Focus on Diversity

“We could cover race and gender more, ifwe could get

reporters more comfortable , and make reporters feel

they have our support, said Emily Nelson, our U.S.

news editor, inMay, before George Floyd's death and

subsequent unrest. “ Reporters self -censor and don't

suggest those stories enough. They're worried about

the scrutiny of how itwill be written .”
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Chapter 8 How We Cover Things

Quoting Real People

Are we quoting real people in stories?

Not often . Less than a quarter of the time .

Our research indicates that quoting real people can be helpful to connecting stories to

people's lives, so we tagged stories that quoted real people to examine how much we do

it and whether it seems to help a story perform. We also split our sample to determine

whether trends changed with our pivot to pandemic coverage, which we defined as on or
after March 9, 2020. Here's what we found :

How do the stories that quote real people succeed with readers ?

Readers spend more time with these stories, with increased engaged times across most

coverage areas. These stories also drive more orders.

What Are We Publishing?
Are Articles That Quote Real People
More Engaging?

Articles that Quote Real People Have Higher
Conversions

Yes No

Quote Real People Do Not Quote Real People Quote Real People Do Not Quote Real People
6

3K 1.25

2,962

2,823
5.21

1.03

0.93 0.95
0.91

2K

0.75 3.88
3.66

Number
of
articles
in
sample

Relative
active
time

Conversion
rate

299
0.5

1K
2

638 0.25

466

Pre -Corona Corona 0
Pre- Corona Corona

Pre - Corona Corona

Source: Randomsample of articles, October 2019to May 2020 Source: Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020 Source : Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020
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Chapter 8 How We Cover Things

We controlled for homepage play and found that articles that quoted real people still

performed better than those that did not

All coverage areas seem to benefit in engaged time when they quote real people, except

Life & Arts and Weekend , which were neutral .

Which sections quote real people the most?

U.S. News and World have the highest percentage of stories with quotes from real
people . D.C. and Markets have the lowest .

Do All Coverage Areas Benefit from Quoting
Real People?

What Proportion of Articles in each Coverage
Area Quote Real People?

Quote Real People Do Not Quote Real People Quote Real People Do Not Quote Real People

1.25 100%
1,328 1,080 1,097 1,197 746 585 31

1.09
1

1.01 80%
0.97 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.99

0.93
0.9

0.93
0.88

0.85

0.75
60%

Relative
active
time

0.5
40%

0.25
203

20% 214
280 259

4
128

World 0 %Corporate Markets

Life & Arts , Weekend U.S. News World VisualsMarkets Corporate
Life & Arts, Weekend U.S. News

Source: Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020 Source : Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020
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Recommendation : We need to quote more real people in stories . Quoting real people

helps the reader see the people affected by news and pushes the reporter to explain

how stories affect people's lives . Those are important steps for our journalism to take ,
especially in the eyes of new audiences .

As Nicole, a 26-year old reader quoted in the user research at the start of this chapter,

said

“You have to have empathy in your
stories . Ifyou don't know how people

are impacted , you don't actually have
the full story "
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Audience Needs

What draws people to The Wall Street Journal's reporting? What needs are we meeting? Too
much of How We Cover Things assumes that people need to know what we think they need

to know. That may be true for a core group of die-hard fans who visit our home page out of

habit and loyalty. But most people don't show up asking, What do you have for me today ?"
They're coming to get an edge over a competitor, to make better decisions about their 401(k)

or to learn about trends in their industry. Digital consumers don't typically consume news

passively, like someone who sits down to watch the nightly network news. Instead, they are
driven by specific needs and emotions , which fuel their decisions about which headlines and

publishers to engage with .

What Are We Publishing?

Inspire Me Give Me an EdgeUpdate Me

Entertain Me

Help Me Undesrtand

Connect Me

2.5K

2,157
2,099We developed a list of audience needs based on WSJ as well as broader industry research

Then we tagged our stories to see how many of them cater to those user needs . Here's what
we found

2K

1.5KWhat user needs are we meeting with our stories ?

We are publishing more Update Me stories than allother stories combined .

Number
of
articles
sample

IK

It's not surprising to see the large number of Update Me stories , given that we are a

traditional news publisher . It's also in line with the evergreen findings in the next section,

where we willsee that Fleeting News stories account for the majority of our reporting .

710
647

500

25
217196 245

175 170The problem is : Update Me is not the only type of story that readers value , and these articles

have a short shelf life, retaining little value and offering less utility after they have run and
time has passed . Generally speaking , Update Me news stories are read for about 1.5 days .

Pre-Corona Corona

Source: Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020
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So which audience needs drive the most interest in our stories ?

Controlling for home page placement , Connect Me ranked highest in median pageviews

in the pre-corona period , while Give Me an Edge took the top spot since the coronavirus
hit . Help Me Understand performed well across both .

Which types of stories drive the most orders ?

Give Me an Edge and Inspire Me stories converted the most readers before coronavirus .

Once coronavirus hit, Inspire Me stories brought in the most orders , followed by Entertain

Me, Help Me Understand and Give Me an Edge .

Which audience needs hold readers ' attention the longest?

Help Me Understand and Entertain Me stories recorded the highest

relative engaged time .

There's no doubt we'll keep writing Update Me stories , but we need to remember that

this category is the least likely to convert a visitor into a paying member who develops a

deeper relationship with our reporting . We must write more stories that meet other needs .

Median Pageviews for Articles Appearing on

Homepage

Which Stories are the Most Engaging? Which Stories Have the Highest Conversion Rate?

Inspire Me Give Me an Edge InspireMe Give Me an EdgeUpdate Me

Entertain Me

Help Me Undesrtand

Connect Me

UpdateMe

EntertainMe

Help MeUndesrtand

Connect Me
InspireMe Entertain 1.2UpdateMe

Give Me an Edge

Help Me Undesrtand

Connect Me

1.07

51,793 1
1.01 1.01 5.97

0.97
0.94

45,114 0.920.91
5.49

0.89
5.38 5.350.90.8842,830 0.880.89 5.24

0.8
40,484

5.08

37,81036,089 37,836 37,110

3.92
0.6

28,844 Relative
engaged
time

28,402 Conversion
rate

3.39

Median
pageviews

3.3

0.4 2.46
20K 2 2.31

0.2

0

Pre -Corona
Pre- Corona Corona Pre-Corona

Corona
Corona

Source : Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020 Source: Randomsample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020 Source : Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020
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Evergreen Content

What Are We Publishing?How much fleeting news versus evergreen content do we produce?

Our manual tagging exercise also found that roughly 75% of the stories we produce are
"fleeting news, meaning they age quickly and aren't relevant for long after publication .

Even during peak coronavirus coverage (on and after March 9 , 2020 ) , when we

consciously wrote more service -oriented stories , that ratio did not change .

Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen

3K

2,624 2,598

2K

Number
of
articles
in
sample

1K

391 413 480
383

0

Pre -Corona Corona
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The other 25% of stories we write are evergreen. We have broken evergreen stories

into two categories : stories that really are nonexpiring written ("evergreen" above), and

those that could become evergreen with small changes .

Which Evergreen Content Has the
Highest Median Pageviews per Article ?

Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen

50K

How do our audiences respond to evergreen stories?

Evergreen and be Evergreen stories generated 28% more pageviews than Fleeting

News, on average, in October through February. That advantage narrowed in March, April
and May as coronavirus Fleeting News stories captured mindshare, though we stillsee

Could be Evergreen remaining the story type with the highest median pageviews during
the coronavirus story

40K

37,717

30K
30,401

Median
pageviews

27,126
25,688

26,975

20K
20,047

0

Pre- Corona Corona

Source: Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020

Note: To control for whether or not being on the home page affects this, we're including here only ones in these categories that were on the home page .
The result looks the same, however, for this data even when you do not control for homepage placement.
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How do readers engage with fleeting news and evergreen content?
Beyond pageviews, Evergreen and be Evergreen stories also kept readers attention

for a longer period of time than Fleeting News stories , with 7% more engagement in
October through February

Which types of stories drive the most orders ?

As with Inspire Me and Give Me an Edge stories , Evergreen and Could be Evergreen

stories also consistently do better than Fleeting News (44% on average ) at converting
visitors to paying members .

Which Stories are the Most Engaging? Which Stories Have High Conversion
Rates ?

Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen

1.25 Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen

6

5.64
1 1.03

0.97 5.2

0.92
0.95

0.9 4.78

0.75
3.94

3.85

Relative
active
time

Conversion
rate

0.5

0.25

Pre -Corona Corona

Pre- Corona Corona

Source : Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020
Source: Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020
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How do audience segments index on Evergreen stories ?
It's assumed that service journalism does well with prospects and younger

audiences , but for WSJ , it performs even better with heavy users . This suggests that the

topics and ways we are telling evergreen stories does not resonate as much as possible

with younger , more casual audiences . This could be driven by how coverage areas

approach their reporting .

Which coverage areas publish more Evergreen content?

The sections with the largest proportion of content that could be Evergreen or is

Evergreen are Life & Arts and the Weekend sections . We know these sections currently
overindex with heavy readers. As we work on helping them diversify their audience

with the Coverage Strategy Mapper, that should lead to evergreen content that is more
interesting to broader audiences.3

Which Audience Segments Prefer Evergreen Content? Which Coverage Areas are Producing More or Less Evergreen Content ?

12.50% Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen

100%
Baselineacross all readers

50

101

30

6711.22 %
65

1,241
10.00% 10.42%

1,244

9.48 %

8.95 %
80% 1,116

7.50 %

Proportion
of
pageviews
for
evergreen
content

60%

5.00 %

2.50 % 40%

0.00 %

Heavy Light College Prospects Corona
20 %

Other Nonsubscribers

Note: This is the breakdownpost corona. The distributionpre - corona is aboutthe same

0 %

Markets Corporate World Visuals

Life & Arts, Weekend D.C. U.S. News

Source: Random sample of articles , October 2019 to May 2020
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Which audience needs do Evergreen stories meet?

Unsurprisingly , Help Me Understand and Inspire Me stories make up the majority of

Evergreen and Could be Evergreen stories .

1.5 days for Fleeting News stories , but still falls off faster than it should . Look at our

chart of ongoing readership of Evergreen stories .

October 2019 Evergreen Stories Over Time

What is the Breakdown of Audience Needs by Story Type? 12,500

Update Me Help Me Understand InspireMe Give Me an Edge Entertain Me Connect Me

100%
47

132
141

10,000
798

80%

58 45
4,318

149 272 7,500

60 %

Median
pageviews
across
stories

378

5,000

40%
246

2,500

20%

130
0

76
2 34 50 66 106 162

0 %

Fleeting news Could be evergreen Evergreen
Days after publication

114122130 138 146 154 170178186194

Source: Random sample of articles, October 2019 to May 2020

When we look at the lifespan of our Evergreen stories , we see a missed opportunity.

Evergreen isn't being used to its fullest potential- we're not taking advantage of its

durable shelf life. Our Evergreen content attracts readers much longer than the average

What the graphic shows is the pageviews over time of evergreen stories we published

in October 2019. If we were making the most of our evergreen content, the pageviews

wouldn't have such a steep fall-off. They would have been going on and on ever since
October.This is a missed opportunity.
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Recommendation : We need to rethink content that has the potential to be Evergreen and

make sure we are approaching it from an audience-driven perspective that will make it
useful and discoverable for as long as possible .

state -by-state guide that we promoted over time . And rather than simply writing a one-off

story about the symptoms of the virus , we created a living guide that became the most

viewed story of the year .

There are two types of evergreen content we need to pursue:

1. Context on Major News Stories: General news readers don't read as incrementally as
our heavy readers (and our journalists ) do . This means they often arrive at news stories

that update them but don't help them understand or give them an edge . (For example,
many readers who got our news alert Advertisers Seek to Revise Deal Terms With

Streamer ” may not have known the streaming startup's backstory.) As identified
above, those other needs helping them understand, giving them an edge, etc. are real

and move the needle on engagement We've already recommended that we write more of

these stories , but we're now specifically saying that we need to do more of them tied to
major news stories . More broadly, these best practices shouldn't be viewed as one-offs

to be done by a subset of the newsroom. These need to be at the heart of our coverage .
For every fleeting news story we write to update people, we should be sure we've also

produced a complementary story or two that will fulfill other user needs and do so in

an evergreen way, which means intentionally writing for discoverability and to achieve a
longer half-life.

We have expanded this approach to other coverage areas . For instance, our reader guide

for the lowa Caucus, initiated by our SEO editor, drove just under 100,000 pageviews ,

with half of that coming via search . This was the most-read article WSJ published on

the lowa caucus . This type of content has potential not just for organic search , but also

for paid social marketing . Another example : We published this piece on HongKong's
Security Law the day news broke and drove 40,000 pageviews within two days . Then

we updated it with more information and the piece doubled in pageviews . We are now at

130,000 pageviews and plan to update the piece again when the law takes effect This
approach , facilitated by the World strategy editor and the SEO editors, really got the team

excited about the format . We have been working several evergreen Q&As since then .

Going forward , we should be tracking a small set of “hot topics” on WSJ.com , writing and

linking to evergreen , non-Update Me stories that add context to major news stories , and

do so through the lens of search trends . For these contextual stories , our user research

suggests we should consider : historical context , how this affects people like me, next

steps from here, original data or ways to go deeper, and background info on how the

WSJ is covering this story.
We successfully dipped our toe into this with our coronavirus coverage . Rather than

simply writing fleeting news stories on a particular state opening or closing , we created a
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2. Service Journalism : Beyond contextual content tied to large news topics , there is a

large opportunity for us in service journalism . To pursue this , we must remember, as

noted in the introduction to this report , that our digital products are less like our daily
print edition and more like living libraries .

We must drive all this content from a broad audience perspective , focusing on

nonsubscribers and on search engine optimization . This approach will fulfill audience

needs such as Help Me Understand and Give Me an Edge. We should conceive the

content with those needs in mind and accept that these stories will offer little value to the
print edition . We must divorce all this content from print demands . This area of content

is critical to our growth goals and must be driven by people with strong knowledge of

digital strategy who closely collaborate with product development.

Given that the bulk of our evergreen content is currently produced by Life & Arts and the
Weekend sections , that is probably the best place to start . But we also should look to

revamp our personal finance and career areas with a bigger focus on how our stories can
continue to attract audiences for months- even years - after publication .

One recent example of this : WSJ Money, which launched April 27 2020. That article has

driven 120,000 pageviews from 95,000 unique visitors , about half subscribers and half

nonsubscribers . The audience has asked 700 questions on an embedded form, with

many centering on property, small business and debt , especially credit cards .

For both our contextual and service -oriented pieces, we need the full newsroom adopting
best practices of tagging evergreen content in Methode and Gutenberg , using the tags

DXS created with the publishing desk . This will allow the content to be identified and

surfaced longer in more visible ways . That way, beyond optimizing for search referrals ,
we can also deepen our pool of recommended content available to persuade people to
read while they're on our platforms .

The plan for WSJ Money involves working with the personal finance and management

teams to keep this evergreen content fresh . We will update stories on a quarterly basis ,

using topics from readers questions along with insights gleaned UX research.
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Presentation and Visuals

Are You Able to Find Partners in the Newsroom to Your

Storytelling Ambitions Across Various Mediums and Formats ?
“ The default mode of coverage is a bunch ofwords
people in charge of coverage manage people who deal in
words. Collaborating with people who have other skills

is always a second - order thing "

Charles Forelle, Finance chief
Yes

47.1 %
No

52.9%
Perhaps because of print, perhaps because of our talent mix, our level of multimedia

and technical resources or our organizational structure , we do not focus enough on the

cross-platform presentation of our stories .

There's wide awareness of and frustration about this gap . In our newsroom survey, when

we asked about working with visuals and related teams , here is what people said :
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In the survey and in newsroom interviews , visuals , video and audio were the top areas of

frustration . We think it's important to understand people's specific complaints . Here is a sampling :

" It's not alwaysclearwho the point peoplein various
groupsare for workingwith other areas."

" It's simply hard to get the attention of some of
the different teams, and many of them still have
shortages of personnel that make it hard for them to

engage on every story, even every enterprise story.
It usually takes a lot of meetings, sometimes weeks
of meetings, to get any ambitious enterprise off the
ground that involved graphics, video , audio, etc."

" always feel like am asking for a favor from

reporters and editors when I need collaboration or
buy-in on a visual story. Most like the idea of visual

stories but either have other priorities or don't even

know how to proceed with a visual pitch or work
collaboratively with visual editors ."

" It is hard to navigate, lots of meetings that often dont
produce results. That should change now we have a

strategyeditor"

"Most big visual projects seem to need weeks or
months of preparation Video and graphics are
stretched thin , don't communicate properly, are too
busy working on more important stories ."

" difficult to find reporting support for graphics ,
especially on breaking news The organizationis tricky to navigate, and launching

a complicated project often requires multiple
conferencecalls with potentialstakeholders. Even

then, the right people are not always involved early
enough and good ideas get shelved. "

"Outsideof the traditionalstory pitchto a coverage
chief it's unclearwhoto pitchto and what factorsgo
intowhethera pitch is acceptedor not. Always seems
like somethingof a mystery as to how, whyand which

graphicsor videos and multimediapackagesget
chosen."

I just get on with writing the stories , I don't give this
much thought . I honestly feel like I'm too busy to
make elaborate story plans , except occasionally when

there's a project that clearly demands multimedia
elements ."

" Visualsfolks, especiallyin graphics, often say

they are too busy to participatein any project more
ambitiousthan a bar graphor two. Whenthey come
to us with theirown ideas, they're rarely open to input
from reportersand editorswith genuineexpertise
on a givensubject, whichcan be frustratingto all
involved "

"Collaboration is easier said than done - Everyone is
busy with their own priorities"

Usually, but notalways. It helps if you havebeenhere
for a while, becauseotherwisethere's not a great

way to knowwho's workingon what or who hasthe
ability to help with what ( even a betterstaff directory
would be a start on this) . A lot of people don't know
basics about what other people'sjobs are or how they
work and couldcollaborate. But there are barriers

evenif you do know a lot of people. One barrier is our
tech- multipleand slow systemspreventefficient
and nimbleoutput in a lot of cases. Also, there's
probablynot enough traininggiven to new hires or

even longtimestaff) about the best ways to usetools
or resourcesand who to ask aboutvarious things, or
training in how to better brainstorm, innovateor be
creativewithcoverage."

"This is probablymy biggestfrustration. I don'tthink

ourvisualsare good. They feel too stiff, tooformal.
This is theemotionthe story is conveyingandthe
visualsoften don't match it. There's too muchtime

to do anythinginteractive. The NYT did a great
interactiveabouttheway caucasuswork. We get
toldyou didn'tgive us enoughdata or the data isn't
perfectenough. It is incrediblyfrustrating. School
shootings, we had two shootingsin oneweekend...

wantedvisuals that could conveyhow crazy that was.

Wegot a bar chart. No that's notwhat talking

about, I wanted somethingengaging. We will say
pleasego big on a story andtheycan veto . It's often
a resourcereasonor sometimesthey'll say it's not a

visual story, but it is goingto be a high profile so
we could think harderabouthow to makeitone. We

get somecomplaintsthat our tools are not so good
to buildcompellingvisuals. It seems like we don't
often approachthemwiththe right spirit in mind,

we're too technical or literal, not emotiveenough.....
I would like a bettermind meldwith the visual team

and havethem on-boardwith what the big storiesare

Havingthem morealignedwith our priorities. There's
a disconnectbetweenthe photo editors and the
publishingdesk. We should allow the photoeditorsto
be directlycontrollingthat. "

" wouldn't say anything is seamless but am able to

find partners to pursue these sorts of visual projects .
They often require extra time, resources and planning,
which for me raises the bar on which are ideas worth

pursuing."

" It's still sometimes hard to get buy- in from other

departments to get editing resources for visual led
stories ."

"Everyoneis busy and being pulled in so many
directions, it's hard to find the right people. Folks a

friendly and we try , but we're so busy andthere are

so many moving parts. It can be hard to know with

whom to talk. "" There are way too many bosses with their own

agendas , and it impedes collaboration and good

journalism . "

"Findingpartnersisn't hard finding partnerswith

enough bandwidthis" work for WSJ Pro. It's a challenge for us to find
assistance from audio, video, graphics departments
to help us with our content."

" Several reasons: it's not alwaysclear who the best
point of contact is within each group eachgrouphas
its own byzantinereportingstructure it is rarely clear
who is responsibleor accountable final decisions;
expandingthe poolof stakeholdersfurther dilutes

responsibilityand increasesthe time it takes to make
crucial decisions. This makescollaborationespecially
difficultwith time sensitivestories. "

"Bothquestionsabovealso apply to Graphicsseeking
a ) accessto storiesearly in the reportingb) partners

to engage early on Graphics-driven projectsc ) Writer
andeditorengagementwith graphicsduring breaking
newsevents. Ourchallengesincludethe following:" Limited bandwidthfrom visuals.

" It widely varies . Sometimes groups are very
cooperative, sometimes they aren't. Graphics
especially inconsistent . "" Sometimes we don't know who is in charge of what

and our editors are sometimes not proactiveabout
pursuing other mediumsto tell stories."

" Video is almost impossible to work with , so usually
don't bother trying . Audio seems to always just do
their own thing, rather than look to collaborate . I'm not

really sure what role newsletters would play except
to promote our stories sometimes . Graphics goes

OK since we have visual journalists assigned to our

coverage area . Still could be better though "

Securing reporting help when a story, breaking or

otherwise , relies on reporting from subject matter
experts on WSJ staff, or reporters who are on
location . Often we are not informed about a story until

the reporter returns and files (meaning we can't get
reference material) or the text team are all busy filing
stories and have no time to file material to graphics .
We often solve this by doing our best to duplicate

their reporting efforts on deadline .

"It's a challenge sometimes to get graphics/video
people on board with an idea."

We're doing too many small charts . Low -impact ,

should say. Might do 10 Chartlos charts a day, on
average. This story's important, so it needs a photo
and a chart so we can check our boxes. " you

have a limited time to work daily, it's easier to tick
off the smaller projects than invest in a bigger one.
" Something can do easily, and get it done, and put

it in Newsgrid ,and it's done . But is it going to change
the world? Probably not."

Turnaround time is too long and too few editors on
eg.graphics to take on short - term projects

" I don't think people are well versed regardinghow
different departmentsoperate--myselfincluded.
Oftentimes, with an ambitiousproject, a bunch of

different departmentsare brought together to plan
and we all want to meet our team's requirements-
but this often means we still feel silo-ed and then we

overburdenthe reporter with requests from multiple
teams: get audio, get video for on and off platform
get this, get that . Everybodywants a piece of the pie.
Peopledon't havethe best understandingof other
team's needs and how we can consolidaterequests."

out about stories that are not filed to

Newsgrid until they are nearly complete"Bureaucracyand departments (such as graphics

and video made it clear they do not have the

bandwidthto work with us. Some efforts have been
made, but little of it."

" It is not seamlessfor all parts of the newsroom

For example, I don't usuallyreach out to Video they
occasionallyreachout to us when they are interested
in a project. Also, graphicsseemsto have limited

resources, so theydon't always come through when
asked And the content creators, we feel pretty
powerlessin terms of how our content is promoted
once it leaves our hands- on social media, for

example

" think it's fair to say everyone is too busy and not

sure the organizationalways thinksvery well about

how to incorporate all the elementstogether. WSJ

is proud after the fact when a story rings many bells

at the same time. But going in there's not always
the same level of enthusiasmacross the different

storytellingplatforms. There's less coordinationthan

thereshould be. I think it's a numbersgame in terms
of staff but not sure "

Securing editing(both substantiveand copy

editing) for projects generatedwithin the Graphics
department. Reporters in some coverageareas also
(erroneously) feel the need to re- report materialdone
by Visual Journalists.

"The graphics issue is a real constraint ; don't have
a partner in crime . New forms of storytelling, not

always , but mostly involve some form of graphic
engagement and so that's limiting. I do feel

constricted even in pitching ideas because i know the

capacity isn't there ."
Too many departments are competing against each

other, rather than seeing their jobs as helping each
other to attain a greater journalistic goal."

" Video can be difficultto collaboratewith, they just

say no ." -If Graphicspitch is reallyof interestto a particular
coveragearea, there is a substantial risk that the

story will be "so interestingthat it becomesa

long, text version instead. TheJournal'sdefault in

some quarters is to understanda valuable story as
necessarilybeing long form text."
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